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CHAPTER I
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
The motto which hung in the laboratory of the well-
known nineteenth century Swiss biologist Louis Agassiz
read "Study Nature, Not Books" . John Dewey, the renown-
ed educator and philosopher of the twentieth century, made
a famous statement to the effect that "information sev-
ered from the thoughtful action is dead... a mind crushing
load". From the foregoing it is apparent that these men
believed that knowledge of facts is insufficient and use-
less unless we observe thoughtfully and can explain the
phenomena in our everyday life.
Since one of the greatest difficulties of the student
is his inability to apply general principles of science
to the solving of problems of a scientific nature, a ma-
jor goal of the science teacher must be guidance not only
in the acquisition of scientific knowledge but in its prac-
tical applications. The student must be trained to utilize
scientific knowledge largely through the application of the
principles he has learned. A student understands general-
izations only by learning many specific examples which are
meaningful to him because of his own experiences. The
range of his ability to apply a principle is, of necessity.
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2limited by the nature of these experiences, which serve
as a basis of understanding with which to associate
new concepts. When the student has discovered a life
situation which proves the truth of what he sees in print,
the principle ceases to be a mere group of meaningless
words to be memorized. Immediately a spark of interest is
created which will grow and grow.
Biological applications have always attracted popular
attention. The subject of heredity, for example, is draw-
ing increasingly greater attention because research in
this field is constantly contributing new theories and con-
cepts. The progressive teaching of biology emphasizes the
significance of these new principles by the inclusion of
as many applications as possible. That these applications
are a positive, motivating force is now an educational
axiom.
A study in 1932 by Beauchampl analyzed many science
courses of which forty were in biology. This investigation
revealed that science teaching is a mixture of the ortho-
dox practices of the 1880-1910 era and the emerging prac-
tices of the following twenty years. This orthodox period
was characterized by the prevalent practice of memorization
of set factual materials, the assignment of problems on the
basis of their difficulty, and undue emphasis on abstract
reasoning that had no correlation to life situations.
^Progressive Education Association, Commission on
Secondary School Curriculum, Science in General Educate on .
p. 13. New York: D. Appleton-Oentury Company, 1938,
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3The teaching of biology by presenting principles
together with their common applications utilizes a
psychological approach because the point of contact be-
tween the student and subject matter is coordinated at
the level of tbe student’s interests and abilities. This
contact point is where real learning begins — learning
which is pursued with genuine interest and comprehension
because thinking is stimulated,
HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE AIMS OF BIOLOGY
The history of the study of biology in the United
States goes back to the middle of the nineteenth century*
At that time, botany, which was the only biological science,
was taught with emphasis upon anatomy and classification2
.
The student completed the course with a fine subject vo-
cabulary, but he had very little conception of the rela-
tionship between plant life and human welfare. Science
between the period of 1860-1900 was descriptive, religious,
and utilitarian^
. The utilitarian aspect, a carry over from
the early days of the academy, was not emphasized by the
early public high school.
The period between 1880-1910 was characterized by a
diminution of the utilitarian aim and an emphasis upon
p
Charles William Finley, Biology in Secondary Schools
and the Training of Biology Teachers. Doctor’s disserta-
tion, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926. See
Francis D. Curtis, Second Digest of Investigations in the
Teaching of Science, pp. 134-35." Philadelphia: P. Blakistori’s
Son and Company, Inc., 1931.
Progressive Education Association, op. cit
.
,
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4the training of the mind by means of drill on factual
information.- It is generally agreed that this philoso-
phy of education was aided by the policy of the Committee
of Ten whose reports maintained that mental discipline
which trained faculties were the contribution of second-
ary education to preparation for both life and education.
^
Yet, in spite of this policy, the Committee's report in
1893 greatly stimulated the growth of science.^ During
this second phase, although the chief value of the sub-
ject was disciplinary, the laboratory era of science in
general education was inaugurated.
From 1900 to 1910 the disciplinary philosophy began
to wane and the tendency towards the practical aspects
of biology took firm root, along with the other sciences
biology became “more less formal and more vital". ^ The
system became prevalent of centralizing subject matter
about topics rather than about species, thus reducing the
time and emphasis on anatomy and classification. This
trend, which has been gradually gaining ground, is based
upon the utilitarian aims of biology. 'This development is
attempting to meet the demands of our highly mechanized
society by bringing into focus the newer developments of
science and by seeking to make the sciences play a more
4Ibid
.
,
p. 8.
?Ibid .
,
p. 9.
Walter S, Monroe and Oscar F. Weber, The Sign School
,
p. 353. New York: Doubleday & Doran Company, 1928.
'Charles William Finley, cjd. cit .
,
p. 135.
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5vigorous role in the everyday life of the pupil. Today,
educational methods are adapted to the consideration of
social needs.
SURVEY OF RESEARCH STUDIES PERTAINING TO PRINCIPLES AS
OBJECTIVES OF TEACHING IN BIOLOGY
Experience has proven that students exhibit interest
in the type of study which explains the nature of things.
This approach to the presentation of subject matter is
exemplified by the use of broad generalizations. Exper-
ience is also proving that such an organization has power-
ful motivating stimuli.® A generalization is best formed
when several situations containing a common element and
other situations with contrasting elements are compared.
The formation of the generalization is crystalized in the
student’s mind when he becomes conscious of the common
elements and the contrasting elements.^
Studies of the objectives of science survey courses
indicate that the main knowledge objectives of science
education as part of general education is the acquisition
of the major generalizationSof science* 10
O
H. Winokur, "Principles of Organization for Orienta-
tion in Biological Science," Science Education, XXIV
(December, 1940), 375-79.
9 ..Jessie W. Clemenson, "Vitalized High School Science
Through the Learning Process," Science Education, XIX
(April, 1935), 51-55.
10
M. Winokur, ojo. cit
.
, p. 377.
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6These major generalizations are not concerned v/ith the
whole field of any particular science, but only v/ith
those few principles of it which are of the greatest
importance in solving our environmental problems. This
focusing upon principles in science survey courses is the
culmination of a gradually increasing emphasis on gener-
alizations dating back to the publication of the recom-
mendations of the Thirty-First Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education
The Thirty-First Yearbook Committee was the pioneer
educational group to advocate the. teaching of science
as an integral part of the social philosophy of education.
The most salient features of this report included the
indorsement of the use of broad generalizations as a
means of relating scientific achievements v/ith human
experiences and as a guide in organizing subject matter.
The Yearbook Committee suggested that scientific curricula
be established in which learning experiences be arranged
in such a manner that as the individual progresses through
successive grades n he v/ill have the opportunity for con-
tinuous enlargement of his knowledge of the problems, prin-
ciples and generalizations that are worthy of • study" •
^
"^A Program for Teaching Science
,
Thirty-First Year-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part I, Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1932.
12 Ibid., p. 44.
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7The members of the Committee declared that the major gen-
eralizations of science and the attitudes acquired with
their comprehension are so important and extensive in
scope that the student may live with them all his life.
Moreover, they maintained that there can be no understand-
ing of modern thought without some comprehensive under-
standing of the major generalizations that have been
formulated from the study of the nature of things. The
Committee therefore deemed these major generalizations of
uppermost significance and recommended that their com-
prehension be one of the main objectives of science teach-
ing. They advised the breaking up of these generalizations
into learning experiences that could be utilized at dif-
ferent grade levels or at different levels of maturity.
The Thayer Commission Report-*-^ also reaffirmed the
emphasis on the fundamental understanding of principles.
They declared that courses in science can best contribute
to the aims of general education when they are organized
around principles of science. The Report maintained that
progressive educational psychology had proven that drill
and the memorization of factual information should be sub-
ordinated to more significant goals. They declared that
the test of the effective learning of these generalizations
is found not in the ability of the student to state the
principles, but in any behavioristic modifications result-
ing from them. It v;as also suggested that research in the
13
Progressive Education Association, op . cit
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8development of generalizations be carried on further.
They concluded that generalizations be interpretive
rather than pure science principles because the inter-
pretive generalizations serve to explain problems of
more common human concern whereas the pure science gen-
eralizations apply scientific results to the future
development of science itself.
In 1927, Heinemanili 4 investigated to what extent
textbooks on general science "are devoted to elucidation
of scientific principles and to what extent these princi-
ples find expression in the books in application to life
situations.” Twenty textbooks from the years 1915-1927
were analyzed for principles. It was found that the
uppermost aims of the authors were not principles. None
of the authors regarded the listing of principles as a
worthy l t primary objective. No books exceeded twenty-
five percent principles.
An investigation by Hackett 15 as to the generalizations
found in ten biology textbooks used in high schools dis-
closed that these commonly used texts devoted as little as
a fourth and none of them as much as half of their space
14 „Ailse M. Heinemann, A Study of General Science
Textbooks ,7 General Science Quarterly , XIII (November, 1928),
Glenn L. Hackett, An Analysis, in Terms of Generali-
zation..,,pf Ten Biologies Used in High Schools. Unpublished
Master’s thesis. University of Chicago, 1927. See A Pro-
gram for Teaching Science
, Thirty-First Yearbook, op), cit .
,
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9to an explanation of principles. It was found that a
great deal of factual material was included that had no
bearing on the mastery of principles.
As a result of these foregoing investigations
,
Downing-1- 6 concluded that most of the scientific texts
up to the time of his report, in 1934, dealt in large
measure with descriptive or factual material and did not
emphasize principles. Insofar as they did deal in prin-
ciples, the ones presented were not often those that arose
in the life of the average person. He contended that
scientific facts unless organized to demonstrate or
elucidate principles were relatively useless. "They do
not function in problem solving and are soon forgotten."
In 1941, Jones-1-'7 made a study of the principles of
science included in ninth-grade textbooks of general science
published since the Thirty-First Yearbook report. Criteria
for the definition of principles were established, and 146
principles derived by previous studies were found to be
suitable for the basis of this investigation. The study
disclosed that present day textbooks are not expounding
the scientific principles to a greater degree than those
textbooks which were published before the report of the Thirty-
16Elliot Rowland Downing, An Introduction To The
Teaching of -Science
, p. 49. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1934.
17Ruth V. Jones, A Study of the Principles of Science
found in Ninth-Grade Textbooks of General Science. Unpub-
lished Master's thesis. University of Michigan, 1946.
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10
First Yearbook Committee. A great diversity in the
number of principles was found in the various textbooks.
There was also disagreement amongst the authors regarding
the relative importance of the various principles.
Blanchet 18 as a result of his investigation in 1946
also came to the conclusion that the authors of biology
textbooks still fail to develop an understanding of prin-
ciples as a major objective in presenting their material.
1 Q
In a survey conducted by Curtis in 1931, it was
determined that 40.9 percent of the biology teachers base
their course on one textbook and that 41.7 percent fol-
low < ,r a syllabus based on one textbook plus supplementary
references. If this situation still exists, it is evident,
therefore, that there is great need for systematizing and
standardizing textbooks of biology.
The value of organizing courses about major generali-
zations has been corroborated experimentally by several
20investigations. In a study of high school pupils, Tyler
determined the relative retention of factual knowledge,
the ability to explain everyday happenings, and the ability
18Wa ldo Emerson Blanchet, A Basis for the Selection
of Course Content for Survey Courses in the Natural
Sciences. Unpublished Doctor T s dissertation. University
of Michigan, 1946.
^Francis D. Curtis, Third Digest of Investigations in
the Teaching of Science
, p. 215. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's
Son and Company, Inc., 1939.
Ralph W. Tyler^, "What High School Pupils Forget,”
Educational Research Bulletin
, Ohio State University, IX
TN^vember~T9"^ 1930)
,
490-492. See Francis D. Curtis, Third
Digest of Investigations in the Teaching of Science
,
op .
cit
. , pp. 304-306.
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11
to generalize from facts. The results indicated that the
greatest loss during the jear was in information about
science, whereas there was little or no loss in the
ability to explain everyday phenomena and the ability to
make generalizations from the given data.
In another experiment, Tyler*'-*- proved that exercises
which required the naming of specific structures were re-
tained the least amount of time. It was determined that
generalized information was more permanent than isolated
facts. This finding was substantiated by the ability of
students to make general interpretations from experimental
data •
An investigation by Wert*^ disclosed similar findings;
namely, he found with the passage of one, two and three
years increased gain for the more general objectives such
as the ability to apply principles to new situations.
A significant study made by Zeigler^3 determined the
number of facts and which facts were best retained by
pupils three years after they had studied general science.
The findings disclosed that those facts were retained which
met the needs of the students during their everyday living.
The foregoing studies, therefore, conclusively prove
that mastery of principles and training in their application
Ralph W. Tyler, "Permanence of Learning," Journal
of Hi gher Education
,
IV (April, 1933), 203-204.
22 James E. Wert, "Twin Examination Assumptions,"
Journal of Higher Education
,
VIII (March, 193 r$, 136-40.
23Robert T. Zeigler, "A Study of Fact Retention in
General Science," Science Education, XXVI (February. 1942)
83-84. >
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have sound basis and should be made the primary objective
in the teaching of seoondary-school science.
_ o/ reoorted
Riddle^* a "survey in which teachers, selected on a
geographic basis, were asked to list the topics upon
which they would place the most emphasis in a high- school
course in general biology. Of the 5,035 entries or topics
that were returned by the teachers, only 23 were stated
thirteen or more times. This investigation revealed that
the teaching of science principles was°^teae la^^Si toree
importance, being rated even less popular than taxonomy
and insect study. Riddle concluded that the above find-
ing. was indicative of the widespread tendency to teach
biology not as a science, but (a) "as a way to pleasing
hobbies," or (b) "as a series of practical technologies."
a SURVEY OF RESEARCH STUDIES PERTAINING TO THE DETERMINA-
TION OF PRINCIPLES AS OBJECTIVES OP THE TEACHING OF BIOLOGY.
There have been prior to 1945 approximately thirty
recognized research studies to determine the principles
of science suitable for inclusion in courses of science for the
pa
Oscar Riddle, F. L. Fitznatrick, H. B. Glass, B. C #
Gruenberg, D. F. Miller and E. W. Sinnott, The Teaching of
Biology in Secondary Schools of the United States , 00 . 64-
66. Committee on the Teaching of Biology of the Union of
American Biological Societies* 1942.
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purpose of general education. 25 As early as 1927, Menzies 26
used i forty-one biological generalizations for the purpose
of determining word space devoted in college textbooks to
principles and their applications.
In 1934, Robertson2 ' under Curtis’ direction made an
investigation to determine the important principles suit-
able as goals of instruction in the elementary grades of
•the public schools. This study which produced a final
list of 113 principles utilized many principles derived
by ten previous investigations. Following are the criteria
used by Robertson2.8
• To be a principle a statement
Must be a comprehensive generalization.
Must be true without exception within the
limitations specifically stated.
Must be a clear statement of a process or
interaction.
Must be capable of illustration so as to
gain conviction.
Must not be pert of a larger principle.
Must not be a definition.
p C
Y.r . Edgar Martin, "A Chronological Survey of Research
Studies On Principles as Objectives of Instruction in Science,”
Science Education
,
XXIX (February, 1945), 45-52.
25Jessie A. Menzies, An Analysis of the Generalizations
and Applications in Ten College Textbooks in Biology. Unpub-
lished Master's thesis. University of Chicago, 1927. See
Francis D. Curtis, Second Digest of Investigations in the
Teaching of Science, op. cit., pp. 360-384
•
Martin L. Robertson, "The Selection of Science Prin-
ciples Suitable as Goals of Instruction in the Elementary
School, ,r Science Education, XIX (February, 1935), 1-4; XIX
(April, 1935), 65-70.
28Martin L. Robertson, 0£. cit . , p. 1.
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Must not deal with a specific substance or
a variety or with a limited group of
substances or species.
The list of principles developed by Robertson was refined
by subject-matter specialists who evaluated their con-
formability to the established criteria and made suggestions
for improving their accuracy of statement. Twenty super-
visors and professors of the teaching of elementary science
then judged each principle for its suitability for inclu-
sion in a course of elementary science.
20Nelson ° under Robertson's direction in 1935 analyzed
four textbooks in biology and four in the physical sciences
for secondary schools. Using set criteria for the defini-
tion of a principle, this study yielded 503 biological
principles and 155 physical science principles.
In 1936, Moyer^ made a determination of the relative
importance of biological principles as shown by applicatory
activities. This investigation, which used Robertson's
list of biological principles, disclosed the social signi-
ficance of each principle. The principles which ranked
highest were those which related to inter-relationships of
living things. Other principles which ranked high were those
T ,
James P. Nelson, Problems, Generalizations and Con-
cepts Basic to a Secondary Science Program. Unpublished
Master's thesis, Colorado State Teachers College, 1935.
Harold E. Moyer, The Determination of the Relative
Importance of Biological Principles as Shown by Applicatory
Activities. Unpublished Master's thesis, Colorado State
College of Education, 1936.
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pertaining to food, common life processes, and the rela-
tionship of organisms to their environment. Principles
which pertained to heredity, evolution and structure
seemed least important.
In 1936, Olds ^ 1 formulated a defensible list of bio-
logical principles that could be used as objectives in
secondary-school biology courses. Olds also employed
Robertson’s principles and supplemented them with addi-
tional principles that he extracted from six college
textbooks. The total list was reviewed by subject-matter
specialists for conformability to the criteria set up by
Olds as the definition of a principle and for accuracy of
statement. The list of principles was then submitted to
biology instructors for judgements as to the suitability
of each principle for the secondary-school level. Ninety-
eight major and minor principles evolved from this study.
The only comprehensive defensible list of physical
science principles was developed by Wise32 in 1941. Using
separate lists of principles developed by Arnold, Hartman N
^'Raymond C. Olds, The Principles of Biology for Sec-
ondary Science Instruction. Unpublished Master’s thesis,
Colorado State College of Education, 1936.
32Harold E. Wise, A Determination of the Relative
Importance of Principles of Physical Science for General
Education. Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. University
of Michigan, 1941.
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and Stephens, Pruitt, and Robertson, Wise developed a
defensible list of 27/2 principles of physical science
of which 264 are in descending order of their importance
for general education, grades I-XIV, inclusive. This list
is composed of chemical, geological, physical, astronomical
and metereological generalizations. Following are the
criteria used in Wise’s study: 04.
To be a principle a statement
Must be a comprehensive generalization describing
some fundamental process, constant mode of
behavior or property relating to natural
phenomena
•
Must be true without exception within limitations
specifically stated.
Must be capable of illustration.
Must not be a definition.
The initial list of principles was judged for conformability
to the established criteria and for accuracy of statement.
The refined list was then evaluated according to its appli-
cability to the interpretation of problematic situations
usually encountered in general living. Wise then assigned
applications to principles which they represented. 04
The most recent research study in the development of
defensible lists of principles was completed by Martin4 ^
^Harold E. Wise
,
"A Determination of the Relative
Importance of Principles of Physical Science for General
Education," Science Education, XXV (December, 1941), 371-79;
XXVI (January, 1942), 8-12.
34The procedure used by Wise in the assignment of
applications to principles is described on page 31 in this
thesis
.
o4William Edgar Martin, A Determination of the Prin-
ciples of the Biological Sciences of Importance for General
Education* Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. University of
Michigan, 1944.
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in 1944 for the biological sciences. This investigation
was divided into two parts: (1) An inductive phase which
developed a tentative list of biological principles and
(2) A deductive phase which determined those principles
in the tentative list which were of importance as object-
ives of instruction in sciences in a program of general
education. Martin0 defined a principle in terms of the
following two criteria:
A principle
Must be a comprehensive generalization which
resumes the widest possible range of facts
within the domain of facts with which it
is directly concerned. The facts resumed
in the generalization must denote
a. objects and/or events and the
relations between them.
b. properties.
Must be scientifically true. To satisfy this
criterion:
a. it must be verifiable; i.e., it
must be stated so that it
suggests, directly or in-
directly, a definite opera-
tion or observation or ex-
periment whereby its truth
value can be tested or veri-
fied.
b. it must be consistent with the body
of accepted scientific know-
ledge and except for a few
limiting or singular exceptions,
with all the data (facts) rele-
vant to it.
In the inductive phase, Martin chose as his source
three textbooks of biology on the junior-college level.
36
W. Edgar Martin, "A Determination of the Principles
of the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Edu-
cation," Science Education, XXIX (March. 1945), 100-105;
XXIX (April -May, 1945), 152-63.
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three high-school biology textbooks and a four-volume
survey series .of the biological sciences prepared for the
general reader. The principles extracted from these
sources plus the principles that v/ere added from five
previous research studies were given to a jury of three
specialists in the teaching of science who judged the
principles by the following criteria:
1. Is the statement a generalization of the
biological sciences?
2. Is the statement a principle?
The principles which in the opinion of the jury of three
specialists satisfied the criteria were classified as
"major’' principles and those that satisfied only the first
criterion became the "minor" list of principles. The
"major” list was then evaluated by subject-matter special-
ists insofar as its scientific validity was concerned.
Throe hundred "major" principles were found to be accept-
able by the subject-matter specialists and therefore com-
prised a "master” list of important principles of the
biological sciences. There wrere 236 principles in the
minor list.
The deductive phase of Martin’s investigation involved
as one of three sub-problems the determination of the bio-
logical principles in the "master" list of 536 principles
which must be comprehended in order to permit an under-
standing of scientific materials appearing in magazines and
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newspapers. Martin chose for analysis in this phase of
the investigation sources that were representative of
the following:
1. The phenomena of everyday living which requires
a knowledge of a principle or principles
of science for their interpretation.
2. The problems most frequently encountered in the
everyday experiences of the average indi-
vidual which require an understanding of a
principle for their effective solution.
The sources selected and analyzed were the scientific
materials published in magazines and newspapers. Martin^'
justified this selection on the basis of a study made by
Finley and Caldwell which found that the scientific mat-
erials in newspapers and magazines constitute a valid
guide to the type of scientific subject matter because of
their close relationship to everyday experiences. The
consecutive issues of tv/o years of Hygeia
,
Nature Magazine
,
Life
,
and Readers Digest were examined as were newspapers
chosen on a geographical basis. Articles in the newspapers
and magazines were then analyzed for statements represent-
ing biological principles under the assumption that know-
ledge of a biological principle is necessary for the com-
prehension of an article. The statement from the articles
were then assigned to either "major" or "minor" principles
depending upon their scope. A total of 2,573 statements
from articles were assigned to biological principles in
the lists of "major" and "minor" principles.
37
Ibid
.
,
p. 152
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Martin determined the reliability of his judgment in
selecting statements from articles and assigning them to
principles by again analyzing references on a random basis
and assigning such statements to principles. In spite of
the variability and subjectivity of judgment, it was con-
cluded that the analysis of the sources was reliable and
that most of the assignments were defensibly made.
The 500 "major" biological principles were finally
arranged in descending order of their relative importance
for purposes of general education, grades I-XIV, inclusive.
The order of importance of the principles was based on the
aggregate of the ranks which each principle had received
in three separate evaluations 58 or measures; namely,
1. The total frequency of appearance of each major
principle in .. .textbooks and.
.
.research
studies
.
2. The total frequency of assignment of statements
from.
. .magazine and newspaper articles to
each major principle and its related minor
principles
.
3. The totals of the values assigned to each major
principle by Cfive] evaluators, (Itwo laymen
and three science teachers]
.
SURVEY OF STUDIES PERTAINING TO THE APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES
AS A FACTOR IN THE EFFECTIVE TEACHING OF SCIENCE
Many educators criticize the learning of facts, yet it
58Ibid
., p. 158.
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is undeniable that principles cannot be developed without
a knowledge of facts. The danger is, however, that the
mastery of facts too frequently becomes the end objective
of instruction. In the same vein, a knowledge of a fact-
does not insure that a principle can be drawn from it.
The mental processes must be trained to associate facts
in the derivation of scientific principles and to apply
principles so derived to solve new problem situations.
This training parallels the methods that scientists use in
their research and thus a scientific thinking procedure is
one of the most valuable outcomes of teaching by the prob-
39lem-application method. 1'
The general application of biological principles to
life situations of all types has been mentioned with in-
creased regularity because of the growing realization that
there is no other subject in the curriculum which touches
upon man's affairs at so many points and which has v/ithin
its scope the answer to so many of the questions which per-
plex us. The main goal for the teaching of biology for
general education should be practicality. 40 The utili-
tarian aim of teaching biology necessitates teaching only
that subject matter which will function in the everyday life
of the pupil and, allowing for individual differences,
——
David F. Miller and Glenn W. Blaydes, Methods and
Materials for Teaching Biological Sciences
, pp. 15-22. New
York : MeGraw-Kill Book Company, 19B8
.
40Margaret McKibben, "Objectives in the Teaching of
Biology," The American Biology Teacher, IX ( January , 1947)
,
119-120.
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teaching so that the material learned will have the maxi-
mum value for each individual.
The group of research studies in which defensible
lists of principles v/ere developed has been of high quality
and sufficiently extensive to warrant placing reliance on
the validity of the results. These principles are useless
if simply memorized. It has been proven that there is no
correlation between the ability to state a problem and the
ability to apply it. 41 The understanding of principles
should come from the association of ideas that are developed
from experiences. Functional learning is conditioned upon
attainment of an integration of school activities and life
activities This integration can be achieved by giving
enough drill in the application of principles to typical
life problems to insure skill in their use when the need
arises in the lives of pupils. The textbooks can aid in
this respect by the inclusion of many applications and by
provision for drill in their use,^ Temporary retention
depends on the clarity and vigor of the sense impressions,
but permanent retention depends much more on the abundance
and strength of the associations which are represented by
the applications. 44
^Benjamin F. Schafer, The delation Between Knowledge
of the Principles in the Lav/s of Physics and the Ability to
Make Applications. Unpublished Master 1 s thesis. University
of Chicago, 1925.
program for Teaching Science
, op . cit .
, pp. 42-43.
^Elliot Rowland Downing, op . cit
.
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The learning process is integrally bound up with the
individual’s emotional life. It seems evident that in
order to deal helpfully with a pupil the teacher must he
sensitive to the factors that are motivating the pupil's
efforts. The pupil will often evaluate what is offered
in terms of his needs and values and will accept it or
reject it, or incorporate it into his behavioristic pattern
45
only in proportion to how he feels its significance.
It is for this reason that each major generalization should
be accompanied by a comprehensive list of applications per-
taining to it*
It is through the skillful use of these applications
that the most effective approach to the student can be
made. The generalization and the particular examples of
it develop into meaning only when considered together.
There is, therefore, a reciprocal relationship between a
principle and its application. Furthermore, the applica-
tions of the major generalizations should be real, not
artificial. Thus, the initial explanation of a principle
should, according to Hunter, 46 be in a natural setting of
a life situation.
45 Progressive Education Association, ojd. cit
.
,
p. 21.
46George V/. Hunter, Science Teaching, pp. 245-46.
New York: American Book Company, 1$34
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In 1927, Menzies 47 investigated the percentage of
word space devoted by ten college textbooks to various
generalizations and to the applications of these general-
izations to practical life situations. It was found that
a large amount of word space was devoted to the oresenta-
tion of principles but that the percentage of word space
given to the presentation of practical applications never
exceeded 9.3 percent. It was also reported by Menzies
that the distribution of the applications was unbalanced.
While there were many applications assigned to principles
under one or a few divisions, there were no applications
assigned to principles developed under other headings.
48Downing reported a study made by Heinemann in 1928
which revealed a surprising lack of applications in twenty
textbooks of general science analyzed. He concluded that
this disclosure indicates a waste "since a principle needs
application to complete its usefulness."
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH STUDIES
Educational theory with respect to learning has been
changing during the past forty years. The emphasis has changed
from that of learning for the sake of mental discipline to that
Jessie a. Menzies. Dee Francis D. Curtis, Second
Digest of Investigations in the Teaching of Science , op . cit .
,
p. 381.
"8Hlliot R. Downing, "An Analysis of Textbooks in Gen-
eral Science," General Science Quarterly
,
XX (May, 1928),
509-516. See Francis D. Curtis, second Digest of Investiga-
tions in the Teaching of Science
.
op . cit .
,
pp. 74-75.
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of learning as a means of meeting social needs. The
Thirty-First Yearbook Committee was the pioneer group to
urge the use of broad scientific generalizations as a means
of understanding everyday practical experiences.
The most notable function of scientific principles,
according to Powers,^ is the association of many diverse
areas of science into a meaningful relationship. Another
function is the ability to relate the subject matter learned
to practical experiences.
The three centers of research in the development of
major generalizations have been the University of Chicago,
Teachers College of Columbia University, and the University
of Michigan. At Chicago, under the masterful direction of
Downing, numerous research studies were conducted which
developed several lists of principles. Powers and Craig
at Columbia University directed the research studies of
Pruitt and Arnold who developed lists of chemical and geo-
logical principles, respectively. Curtis, University of
Michigan, directed the research studies of Wise and Martin
in which were developed comprehensive defensible lists of
principles of physical science and biological science,
respectively. The comprehensive list of biological principles
developed by Martin is used as the basis of this investigation.
Numerous applications are desirable in the teaching of
the major generalizations of science because usage contributes
‘^Samuel Ralph Powers, ''Interpretative Generalizations
as Aids in Curriculum Work in Science," Science Education ,
XX (December, 1956), 221-222.
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to the permanency of learning. It is generally conceded
that practice in the application of principles to the
solution of new problem situations increases the ability
of pupils to recall because drill tends to leave an
indelible impression.
PROBLEM 0? THE INVESTIGATION
With the development of the comprehensive list of
principles by Martin there has arisen the need to supple-
ment them with applications suitable for the development
e
of an understanding of the major biological liberalizations
.
This investigation is undertaken in an attempt to determine
such applications*
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this investigation is to determine the
applications of the principles of biology found in four
textbooks of biology for the senior high school.
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OP THE PROBLEM
The number of applications presented in this investiga-
tion is limited to those found in the four textbooks used as
a source. Only those applications were extracted which clear-
ly involve a major generalisation in their solution. It is
necessary, therefore, to omit many excellent applications
that are of social significance and which do not involve
.
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biological principles to an appreciable extent. The
applications that are presented are valuable only
insofar as they help clarify and instil a working
knowledge of the fundamental generalizations around
which core the modern course in biology should be built.
For the purposes of this investigation, applications
are assigned only to fundamental generalizations
appearing in Martin's list of 300 major biological
principles vor Wise's list of 272 principles of physical
science
.
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CHAPTER II
THE RESEARCH
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this investigation is to determine the
applications of the principles of biology found in four
textbooks of biology for the senior high school*
DETERMINATION OF THE CRITERIA OF AN APPLICATION
The initial step in this investigation was the estab-
lishment of a set of criteria for the definition of an
application of a biological principle suitable for general
biology in the senior highschool* The investigator has
adopted criteria which are similar to those set up by Wise-1-
and are approved by a Seminar in Science Education, Boston
University, 1946-47, for the purposes of this investigation.
The following are the criteria adopted:
An application shall be considered to be suitable if,
in the opinion of the investigator, it:
1* Represents a problematic situation involving in its
solution an understanding of one or more of the
principles of biological science.
2. Suggests information which in itself would be of
practical value in daily life apart from vocation-
al or professional interests, or which would be of
cultural value to the average citizen apart from
practical value.
1Harold E. Wise, "A Determination of the Relative
Importance of Principles of Physical Science for General
Education," Science Education
.
XXV (December, 1941), 571-379.
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An application shall be considered to be unsuitable
if, in the opinion of the investigator, it:
1. Suggests information regarding detailed laboratory
procedures involving the manipulation of apparatus
not suitable for practical use outside the
laboratory,
2, Involves details of industrial or scientific pro-
cesses or procedures usually of immediate concern
only to specialists in some particular industry or
field of science.
Wise*2 made the following definitions of the terms he
used in his criteria:
a ‘'problematic situation' 1 is a question which suggests
the explanation of an observable fact or series
of closely related facts which are implied in the
question as stated.
"Practical value" is value for actual use in the daily
life of the "average citizen" apart from vocation-
al or professional interests.
"Cultural value" is £the] value C>f th.e\ knowledge apart
from practical value and reduced to readily compre-
hended essential concepts by the elimination of
purely technical aspects. This knowledge may be
considered to derive its value from the fact that
it:
1. Is satisfying in itself because it stimu-
lates and satisfies intellectual curiosity, or
2. Contributes to the development of aesthetic
appreciations
,
These definitions are adopted for use in this investigator’s
problem. To clarify the above-used terms, an example of a
problematic situation possessing practical value is: "Why
we should not drink out of a stream that passes through a
sheep pasture." An application of cultural value is: "Why
2 ibid
.
,
pp. 371-372
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many new kinds of strawberries have appeared on the market."
It was recognized that although a valid set of cri-
teria for the identification of applications had been es-
tablished, no perfectly defined boundaries were present
which would insure that all the applications selected
would be rigidly uniform insofar as their suitability or
unsuitability was concerned, The fundamental basis of
the criteria, however, complied with the recommendations
of the Thirty-First Yearbook Committee. 5 T518 Committee
Report emphasized the fact that the purpose and function
of general education required the fulfillment of objec -
tives towards the goals of satisfying mental curiosity
concerning life phenomena and meeting the practical
needs of the students. These two goals are synonymous
with the terms "practical" and "cultural" value that are
contained within the criteria.
SELECTION OF TEXTBOOKS ANALYZED
Four textbooks of general biology for the senior high
school published during the years 1941-1946, inclusive,
v/ere selected for analysis. The textbooks chosen were:
1. Hunter, Ceorge W., Life Science
.
New York:
American Book Company, 1941.
A Program for Teaching Science
. Thirty-First Year-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part I, Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1932.
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2. Bayles, Ernest E., and Burnett, Will H., Biology
for Better Living , New York: Silver Burdett
Company, 1946.
3. Curtis, Francis D., Caldwell, Otis W
. x and
Sherman, Nina Henry., Everyday Biology
. Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1946.
4. Benedict, Ralph C., Knox, Warren W., and Stone,
George K.
,
Life Science
.
Nev; York: 'The MacMillan
Company, 1941,
TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
Each principle in Martin’s4 list of biological prin-
ciples was written on a three- by- five index card, ah
three hundred principles were then categorized into fifteen
topics, a purely arbitrary grouping utilized in order to
facilitate the assignment of applications. Following are
the topics: anatomy. Bivision of Labor, Morphology and
Taxonomy; Botany; Ecology; Reproduction; Genetics, Embryo-
logy* and Evolution; ^General Physiology; Growth; Oxidation;
Respiration; Digestion; Circulation; Nervous System; Bio-
chemistry; Bacteriology and animal Relationships; and
Physical Science.
Each book was analyzed page by page and on the cards
were tabulated the applications which, in the opinion of
^William Edgar Martin, a Determination of the Prin-
ciples of the Biological sciences of Importance for General
Education. Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. University
of Michigan, 1944.
“This division was utilized for principles which were
too comprehensive to be categorized under the other physio-
logical topics.
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the investigator:
1. Conformed to the criteria.
2. Were simply worded and easily comprehended.
3. Were answered somewhere in the text either
directly or by inference.
When an application was found that satisfied the above
qualifications, it was placed on the card of the principle
which was involved in its solution along with the name
of the book and the page where it was found, -an applica-
tion was recorded more than once when it required different
principles in its solution. In many cases the exact word-
ing of the application was not retained. When practical,
the investigator carefully paraphrased the meaning of the
application in his own words rather than the author’s
words. The main source of applications v/as found to be the
questions located at the end of a topic or chapter. Many
applications, however, were found in the body of the text
and accompanying the illustrations. In fact, three of the
four books accompanied almcs t every illustration with a
problematic statement or question.
•^fter all suitable applications from the four books had
been assigned to principles, duplications from the same book
v/ere eliminated. Both general and specific applications
were retained, nn example of a general application is:
“How plants store foods." A comparable specific application
is: “How roots store food." Although these applications
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overlap in meaning, the former infers some processes and
structures not involved in the latter. After all the
cards from the four books were checked to eliminate dupli-
cations of applications appearing in any one book, the
remaining applications were transferred to sheets.
Coefficient of Reliability for the
Assignment of Applications to Prin-
ciples
Coefficient of reliability for the assignment of
applications to principles for the purposes of this investi
gation is defined as the quotient obtained by dividing the
number of assignments common to two different assignments
of applications to principles by the total number of differ
ent assignments made by twice assigning the same applica-
tions to principles. Fifty applications were assigned
at two different times two months apart by the investi-
v
gator to principles which the applications represented.
The method of obtaining the coefficient of reliability
is that used by Wise.^ It was found that the coefficient
of reliability of the investigator’s judgement in the
assignment of applications to principles was 0.90.
^Harold E. Wise, A Determination of the Relative
Importance of Principles of Physical Science for General
Education, pp. 68-70. Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation.
University of Michigan, 1941.
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Validation of Assignment of
Annlications to Principles
*- - - — . . i
The biolo' ical principles and applications assigned
to them b;y the investigator were submitted to three
qualified teachers 6 in the field of biology for valida-
tion of the assignments on the basis of conformability
to established criteria. The following letter of in-
struction accompanied the list of principles and assigned
applications given each validator.
The assignment of each application to a principle
is to be validated in accordance with the following
established criteria:
A suitable application of a biological principle for
general biology in senior high school is one that
1. Represents a problematic situation involving
in its solution an understanding of the
principle of biological science to which it
is assigned.
2. Suggests information which in itself would
be of practical value in dally life apart
from vocational or professional interests,
or which would be of cultural va lue to the
average citizen apart from practical value.
An application is unsuitable if it
1. Suggests information regarding detailed
laboratory procedures involving the mani-
pulation of apparatus not suitable for
0
The three validators were: (Mrs.) Maxine S. Miles,
formerly on the staff of the zoology department and the
medical school, University of Michigan; David A. J. Burns,
State Teachers College, Fitchburg, Massachusetts, and
Vaden W. Miles, Assistant Professor of the Teaching of
Science, Boston University.
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practical use outside the laboratory,
2. Involves details of industrial or scientific
processes or procedures usually of immediate
concern only to specialists in some particular
industry or field of science.
Terms used in the criteria are defined as follows:
A -problematic situation
is a question which suggests the explanation of
an observable fact or series of closely related
facts which are implied in the question.
Practical value
is value for actual use in the daily life of the
average citizen apart from vocational or profes-
sional interests.
Cultural value
is the value of the knowledge apart from the
practical value and reduced to readily compre-
hended essential concepts by the elimination of
purely technical aspects. This knowledge may
be considered to derive its value from the fact
that it
1* is satisfying in itself because it
stimulates and satisfies intellectual
curiosity, or
2, contributes to the development of
aesthetic appreciation*
Please reassign any applications which you think have
been incorrectly assigned and delete from under each prin-
ciple all applications which for that principle do not
conform to the established criteria.
If one or more of the three validators deleted an
application under a principle, it was omitted where deleted.
If two or more of the N three validators reassigned an appli-
/
-fo 'Hot- e,
catioiv, it was so reassigned. The principles and
their applications which were accepted by the validators
were then listed as Table I, It was found
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that many of Martin's 300 principles were similar and
overlapped; some were, in reality, minor generalizations.
The investigator decided, however, to retain all 300
principles and group similar ones together. In order to
do this, Martin's arrangement of principles was discarded
and the principles in Table 1 were grouped on the basis
of similarity.
Table I, which follows, shows the applications of
the principles of biology found in four textbooks of
biology for the senior high school.
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TABLE I
APPLICATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES OP BIOLOGY FOUND IN
FOUR TEXTBOOKS OF BIOLOGY FOR THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Principles and. Applications Total
1* The cell is the unit of structure and
function in all organisms*
‘>»-xipplications *
2. Every cell consists essentially of a
mass of protoplasm which is usually
differentiated into a central portion,
the nucleus and an outer portion, the
cytoplasm*
SHfA-pol i cat i ons *
3* The smallest unit of living material
capable of existing independently and of
maintaining itself is the unit called the
cell*
Appl ications *
*What a living cell is*
Why a cell is called a unit of structure.
What the cell theory is.
What tissues and organs are.
What the characteristics of a cell are.
Why a cell may be called an organism.
How small bacteria are.
4. Cells are organized into tissues,
tissues into organs and organs into systems-
the better to carry on the functions of
complex organisms.
-»~«<
-Applications *
v/hat a living cell is.
Why a cell is called a unit of structure.
What the cell theory is.
x
x
x
x
x
u-_ i
x
i i
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
*Table I is read thus: The application "What a living
cell is" was validly assigned to the principle "The cell
is the unit of structure and function in all organisms"
and was found at least once in textbook number 2 and a
total of only once in the four textbooks.
•^Applications assigned to principle number 3 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 1 and 2.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
What tissues and organs are#
What the characteristics of a cell are
Why a cell may be called an organism#
Total
2
1
1
5# Similar organisms are grouped together
because they are believed to be related
through common descent.
*-»-Appl ic ations #
6* In organisms the more similar the body
structures and their mode or origin and the
greater the number of such structures, the
closer the relationship of the organisms#
^Applications
#
7# Evolutionary relationships in organisms
are formulated on the basis of structural
similarity#
•^{•Applications
.
8. The greater the similarity in structure
between organisms, the closer is their kin-
ship; the less the similarity in structure,
the more remote is their common ancestry#
*-*Applications #
9# If two or more groups of organisms have
similar homologous structures, they have
descended from the similar ancestors or from
the same common ancestor#
•fr^Appli cat ions *
10# Analogous structures in plants and
animals serve to carry on similar functions
but are not similar in basic plan or mode
of origin.
•><-»
-Applications #
11. Similarity between organisms suggests
common ancestry; the nature of the differ-
ences between them indicates which is the
more primitive type.
'^-•'-Applications assigned to principle number 11 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 5 through
10
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TABLE I ( Continued.)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
'“ rAppl ic at ions' •
How plants and animals are given scientif-
ic names.
Bow the rattlesnake skeleton can be class-
X X 2
ified correctly. X 1
What a genus is.
Why the horse-chestnut tree is not in the
X 1
oak genus. X 1
What a species is.
Why animals with surface likenesses are
X 1
placed in different phyla.
Why the dog, wolf, coyote, and fox are in
X 1
the same species. X 1
Why homologous structures indicate rela-
tionships •
How vestigial organs prove that living
X 1
things have changed.
Why the turtle has structures homologous
X 1
to some of the structures of snakes.
’What the bony structure of a bird’s wing
X 1
is.
Why the cray fish’s circulatory system
X 1
is more like a grasshopper's than like
an earthworm ' s
,
X 1
Why individuals in the same species are
much more alike in structure than spe-
cies in the same genus. X 1
Why frog's intestinal structures resemble
those of man.
Why the bird’s wing is similar in struc-
X 1
ture to the hand of man.
Why close resemblance between organisms
X 1
is not always sufficient evidence to
indicate relationships. X 1
12. From the lower to the higher forms of
life there is an increasing complexity of
structure; and this is accompanied by a
progressive increase in division of labor.
.. :
.
. .
L_ l :
‘“"^-Applications assigned to principle number 11 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 5 through
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
—
1
—
2 3 4 Total
-"-"-Applications •
13. In general, living things give evi-
dence of definite progression from simple
to complex forms.
-^Applications •
14. In all organisms, increasing complex-
ity of structure is accompanied by an in-
creasing division of labor.
'^-Applications •
15. In all organisms the higher the organ-
ization, the greater the degree of differ-
entiation and division of labor and of the
dependency of one part upon another.
'^•Applications
.
16. In most organisms large size is accom-
panied by tissue differentiation and special
organs for different kinds of work.
-^Applications •
How green plants have "specialization of
cells
.
X 1
What is meant by ‘'division of labor”.
How sponges illustrate simple division of
X 1
labor.
How some colonies of protozoans show ten-
X 1
dencies toward division of labor. X 1
How the cray fish shows division of labor.
How the respiratory apparatus becomes more
X 1
complex as we go up the evolutionary
ladder. X 1
H ow glands take part in the division of
labor. X 1
Why simple animals reproduce asexually
more frequently than complex animals.
'Why the paramecium is considered more
X 1
advanced in type than the amoeba.
Why water plants and animals show a sim-
X 1
pier reproductive process than plants
and animals, that live on land.
L 1 ii
x 1
^Applications assigned to principle number 16 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 12 through
15.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and applications 1 2 3 4
17,
There is a definite size limit for
each species of plant and animal.
Applications .
What the largest animals living today
are.
Why one-celled organisms are limited
in size.
'What the largest plants living today
are.
x
x
x
Total
1
1
1
18. Protoplasm is the physical basis of
all life.
Applications
.
What the characteristics of protoplasm
are •
What the function of protoplasm is.
19. In the presence of sunlight the
chloroplasts of chlorophyll-bearing
plants convert carbon dioxide and water
into intermediate substances, and these
into sugar, and that into starch, and
liberate oxygen; thus, directly or in-
directly, producing practically all the
food in the world.
vHfrAppl ic at ions •
x
x
1
1
20. The forms of all chlorophyll-bearing
plants are adapted for carrying on photo-
synthesis.
•frfrApolic at ions
.
21. All the energy used by chlorophyll-
bearing plants in their secondary building
processes comes from compounds formed in
photosynthesis
•
•:
~»^pnl i c at ion s •
22.
The carbohydrate foods made by the
chloroplasts of chlorophyll-bearing plants
are the original source of all energy used
by plants themselves as well as that used
by animals.
y-K-Appl ic at ions .
^'-Applications assigned to principle number 28 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 19
through 27.
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Principles and applications23.
Life depends for its primal food
supply upon chlorophyll-bearing plants
and for its sustained supply upon bac-
teria. The whole of life, considered
chemically, is one cyclic process from
chlorophyll-bearing plants to bacteria
and so again to chlorophyll-bearing
plant
.
•^Applications •
i
Total
24. Chlorophyll-bearing plants are
adapted for food making.
vHLxQpiic at ions •
25. Carbon dioxide set free during
the respiration of both plants and animals
is absorbed by plants and. used as a raw
material for photosynthesis.
^Applications .
26. ^11 living things, except chemo-
synthetic bacteria, depend directly or
indirectly on photosynthesis for food.
-^Applications. •
27. The work of the chlorophyll of all
chlorophyll-bearing plants is essential
to all living things.
•sk;-Apt)1ications.
28. In photosynthesis the energy of sun-
light is used to lift the carbon to an
energy level from which, as it descends,
it furnishes the energy for the building of
many compounds and for the carrying on of
life processes.
SHC-Appl ic at ions •
How a green plant captures energy to
make food.
How, when, and where food is made in
a green plant.
How a plant obtains food for growth
after the cotyledons have been used
Where chlorophyll is found.
x
x
x
1
1
X 3
1
-^-Applications assigned to principle number 28 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 19
through 27.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 Total
What the relationship between chloro-
phyll and starch making is.
Where photosynthesis takes place.
What effect sunlight has on green leaves.
What are the raw materials used in pro-
cess of photosynthesis.
Why it is important to have potted
plants near a window every few days.
Where a green plant gets its raw food
materials
•
x
x
X
X
X
X
1
1
1
3
1
1
Why sunlight is necessary for starch-
making in leaves.
What part of the air is necessary for
making starch in green leaves.
What products are formed from photo-
synthesis.
Why a tree or shrub dies if pruned
too closely.
Why a region of trees has more fre-
quent rain than a desert region.
Why a bean seed placed in warn moist
soil grows.
Why geranium leaves grow after stand-
ing near the window.
Why plant rootlets push their way
down among soil particles.
How plants use the food they manu-
facture •
x
x
x
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
x 1
X X 3
What the chemical changes are in the
manufacture of food.^
What the food making machinery in a
plant is.
What conditions are necessary for
photosynthesis
•
Why plants must have water.
How plants purify the air.
How plants dispose of wastes.
Why tree trunks grow towards the sun.
Why photosynthesis depends on the form
and arrangement of leaves.
How various kinds of plants are equipped
to get energy from the sun.
x
x
-^-Applications assigned to principle number 2 fe are
also considered
through 27.
to be assigned to principles numbers 19
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
How digestion is carried on by plants.
How starch changes to sugar in germina-
X 1
ting seeds.
What important gas is released during
X 1
photosynthesis
.
Why green plants are unique in their
X X 2
ability to absorb energy. X 1
How starch gets into a leaf.
Why Diants are independent in their
X 1
nutrition.
What connection exists between water.
X 1
soil and forest conservation. X 1
Why man is dependent upon grass for food.
Why animal life would die if all plants
X 1
died. X X 2
Hoy; Diant s disnose of water. X 1
What the needs of living things are. X 1
Where living things obtain their needs. X 1
What purposes are served by the food
v/hich plants store.
Hov/ all carbohydrates come directly or
X 1
indirectly from Diants. X 1
What chlorophyll is.
What haouens when an aquarium is moved
X 1
away from a window. X 1
29. A balance of nature is maintained
through interrelations of plants and
animals with each other and with their
physical environment.
^Dblications
•
How insects and Diants help each other. X 1
What is meant by the balance of life.
'Why some plahts and animals are more
X * 2
numerous than others.
Why birds feed on food most abundant
X
!
1
at the time. X X X 3
How insects upset some balances of life.
How man's use of domestic animals
X 1
disturbs the balance of nature. X X 2
Why all animals would die if all
plants were to die.
Why the increasing number of octuouses
X 1
in the English Channel almost ruined
the crab and lobster fishing industrieSi X 1
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TABLE I ( Continued
)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4
l
J " •
Total
Why the quail is valuable.
Why a snapping turtle which seizes a
X 1
water snake affects the balance of
nature. X 1
Why bacteria are prevented from pro-
ducing at their maximum rate. X 1
Why nature is wasteful of life.
Why a water garden should contain a
X 1
few animals. X 1
Kow flowers are useful to insects. X 1
How some insects are beneficial to man. X 1
30. Pood, oxygen, certain optimal con-
ditions of temperature, moisture and light
are essential to the life of most living
things
.
Applications
•
Why most plants and animals are found
near the surface of the ocean.
Why a fuehsia plant grows to different
X 1
heights at different altitudes. X 1
How an embryo is provided with food.
Why stomata are on the unoer surface
X 1
of floating leaves of plants.
Why it is necessary to turn potted
X 1
plants next to a window every few days.
Why it is an advantage to trees to shed
X 1
leaves in the Pall and not in the
Spring. X 1
Why some plants do so poorly in the
house. X 1
Why trees in cities are often so sickly. X 1
How birds are attracted to our homes.
What happens when we move an aquarium
X 1
away from the window.
Why soil bacteria are more numerous near
X 1
the surface of the soil than in deep
soil. X 1
What molds must have in order to grow.
Why the amount of heat seeds receive
.
X 1
affects their germination. X 1
How water affects the balance of life.
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ffABLE I ( Continued)
-4
Pr inci and Appli cations 1 Total
What conditions Ire" necessary for the
rapid growth of bacteria.
Why frogs and butterflies lay their eggs
in the Spring rather than in Winter.
What the needs-'are of living things.
Where material for| growth comes from.
How a proper diet effects health.
Why we get hungry.^
Why the needs of - living things are
uniform. }
Why sea gulls follow a fishing boat.
V/hy it is more healthful to exercise
out-of-doors than^ indoor s
.
Why a bean seed placed in warm, moist
soil grows. \
Why geranium leaves jprow after stand-
ing by the window.*
How plants can be grown without soil.
Why the wasp places Riders in the mud
structure it has bt&lt.
Why a sundew plant catches insects.
Y/hat factors in the environment are
essential to all lining things.
What the relation of w&ter is to the
diet. |
Y/hy fern spores should ibe placed in
medium lighted, warmjplaces.
What the uses of the roots are be-
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x 1
X
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
aides anchorage to the soil.
What food substances initurn ip or
radish root are valuable to the
plant
,
Why a tree or shrub dies if pruned
too closely.
Why the soil provides that which
living things need.
What conditions are necessary for
photosynthesis
•
Why soldiers on Wake Island could
grow gardens in tanks but not on
island soil.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
31. The biological functions of color are
to conceal, to disguise or to advertise.
Applications
•
How the offspring of plants are protected.
What adaption of rabbits makes deception
X 1
possible • X 1
Why the young of the pied-billed grebe
cannot be easily seen*
How colors and shades of coverings pro-
X 1
tect animals* X 1
Why leopards are easy to see in some
surroundings and difficult in others.
What adaptations the young of ptarmigan
X 1
have • X 1
Why the crayfish is difficult to see in
water
•
X 1
What advantage it is for the dead leaf
butterfly to have protective resem-
blance. X 1
Why the killdeer is difficult to see in
its nest. X 1
Why frogs' and toads' eggs are round and
black on top and white on the bottom. X 1
Why partridge chicks are difficult to see.
What advantage zebras derive from having
X 1
striped bodies* X 1
What is meant by protective resemblance. X 1
32. All living things are slowly changing,
both structurally and functionally, in res-
ponse to changes in their physical envi-
ronments •
Applications
•
How we are influenced by our surround-
ings • X 1
What some of the changes are that have
taken place since the beginning*
Why there are so many different kinds
X 1
of animals and plants in the world. X 1
How environment influences heredity.
Why most of our food and domestic
X 1
animals have developed from less
desirable stock.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications
Why plants and animals change.
How the elephant got its trunk.
Why the environment influences the
development of an organism.
What evidence there is that changes are
taking place in living things today.
33. Each species of living organism is
adapted or is in the process of becoming
adapted, to live where it is found.
Applications
.
Why the environment determines what life
will be found there.
Why plants and animals live in different
areas
•
What ecological succession is.
Why some plants and animals are more
numerous than others.
Why blackberry bushes are found in dense
thickets
•
Why there are so many willow trees along
river bottoms.
How the cactus plant meets its problems.
Why tree trunks grow straight in the
jungle.
What purpose the swim bladder in fish
serve
Why a squirrel or raccoon uses its front
feet.
How the flying squirrel has become
adapted to flying through the air.
Why most plants and animals are found
near the surface of the ocean.
Why stomata of floating leaves of plants
face upv/ards.
Why there are different life zones on
mountains •
V/hy migration is a danger to an insect.
Why plant roots in poor soil are more
spread than in good soil.
Why plants shaded by forest trees have
broad thin leaves.
Why most broad-leaved trees lose their
leaves in the Fall.
x
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TABLE I ( Continued)
\
Principles and Applications Total
Why desert plants must adapt to their
environments.
How the mouth parts of the squirrel are
adapted to its food habits.
Why aquatic plants do not possess root
hairs
.
34. In a living organism adaptation of
action and adaptation of structure are
necessary for survival.
Applications
.
How the mouth parts of meat-eating ani-
mals have become adapted.
What adaptations for food getting a
cricket has.
What adaptations for food getting a
waterbug has.
Why an eagle or hawk cannot pick weed
seeds or grain off the ground.
Why chickens can pick weed seeds and
grain off the ground easily.
Why most of the animals which man has
domesticated and improved are herbiv-
/orous
.
What food-getting adaptations the duck
has •
What mouth parts of man are adapted for
food.
Why deer can run very fast.
Why specialized adaptations are common to
all animals.
How tropical orchids (air plants) secure
their water.
How mosses and liverworts have success-
fully become adapted.
Why the snail has many teeth on its
tongue rather than scattered teeth
here and there.
Why some animals undergo metamorphosis.
V/hy a tadpole loses its tail.
Why insects are the most successful
animals
.
How the offspring of plants are protected
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TABLE I (
C
ontinued )
Principles and Applications
i
1 2 5 4 Total
Why a "baby knows how to suck so soon
after birth.
How a cactus plant meets its life
X 1
problems
•
Why plant fruits remain- inedible and
X 1
green until the seeds are mature.
Why plant leaves expose their flat
X 1
surface to the sun. X 1
Why plant stems grow towards the light.
Why the upper epidermis of leaves is
X 1
usually thicker than the lower
epidermis
•
X X 2
Why fish migrate.
What adaptations the rabbit has for
X 1
protection. X 1
What fighting adaptations are possessed
by some animals.
What the protective adaptations are of
X 1
flying fish.
Why the New York Weasel develops fur in
X 1
the Winter.
Why a walking stick is difficult to see
X 1
on twigs and vines
•
Why the snowshoe rabbit's appearance
X 1
differs in Winter from the Summer.
Why man has the present supremacy in the
X 1
animal world. X 1
Why man's eyes are set in a bony socket.
Why many fish have the ability to give an
X 1
electric shock to other animals.
What adaptations a timber wolf has for
X 1
its way in life. X 1
How a giraffe obtained his long neck.
Why plants must adapt to varying amount
X 1
of sunlight.
How the habits and structures of the
X 1
early flowering plants in dense forests
are adjusted. X 1
How deciduous trees and evergreen plants
are adapted for photosynthesis.
How squash vine leaves are adapted in
' X 1
order to secure light energy.
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TABLE I ( Continued.)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why a rosette pattern of leaves allows the
plant to live in rocky, sandy soil.
Why forest plants usually have broad thin
X 1
leaves. X X 2
Why crayfish can live for a time out of
water
•
X 1
How birds have successfully adapted. X 1
How the frog adapts to his environment.
How snakes have adapted to their environ-
X 1
ment • X 1
Why man’s heart beats faster when
exercising. X 1
Why some butterflies taste with their feet
Why man is physically superior to other
X 1
animals
•
: it 1
Why it is an advantage that more sperm
cells are frorned than eggs. it 1
What advantage is gained by the ability of
sperms to move about.
What the food getting adaptations of her**-
t 1
bivorous animals are. X 1
35. Protective adaptations aid survival.
Applications
•
Why a membrane forms about a fertilized
egg • X 1
Why a thorny bocly covering affords pro-
tection.
What adaptation for protection poisonous
X 1
snakes have.
How the shell of a bird egg protects the
X 1
embryo
.
X 1
What protective adaptation an ostrich has.
Why a thin body covering affords protect-
X 1
ion. X 1
Why some larvae have prickly projections.
What adaptations man has for protecting
X 1
himself
.
X 1
Why a toad has poison glands in the skin
of his back.
How the large desert cactus is able to
X 1
store water. X 1
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TABUS I (Continued)
Principles and Applications Total
Why some plants grow thick bark*
Why the fresh water clam’s siphon has
survival value.
Why the ability of grasshoppers to jump
100 times its length aids its survival
value
•
What purpose the stinging cells in hydra
serve
What special sense organs aid various
animals, in their struggle for sur-
vival.
Why some sensitive plants contract after
being touched.
Why eels have developed keen eyesight and
hearing.
Why frogs have bulging eyes.
Why the frog has a transparent third eye-
lid.
Why man's arteries lie deeper than his
veins
Why millions of sperms are released in
order to fertilize one egg.
Why the white footed mouse is able to make
rapid responses.
What is meant by protective resemblance.
36. Every living organism possesses some
body parts which are adapted for the life it
leads
•
Applications
.
Why tissues in different kinds of living
things are never exactly the same.
Why fish have gill filaments.
Why fish have lateral lines.
Why the mud puppy has a broad tail.
Why birds have so many different types of
feet •
Why the legs of animals that live in trees
have become modified.
Why it is an advantage to man to have a
skull made up of more than one bone.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
*
Principles and Applications
Why fish have different types of mouth
structures
•
Why different food habits produce differ-
ent tooth structure.
Why the type of beak determines the sort
of food a bird eats
•
Why man has three locations for salivary
glands
•
Why herbivorous animals have longer
intestines than carnivorous.
How the surface of the digestive tube is
increased.
Hov/ the lungs do their work.
Why insects are the most successful ani-
mals •
How some seed structures aids the task of
the wind in seed dispersal.
How some seed structures aids the task of
the animal in seed dispersal.
Why the water lilly leaf has stomata on
its upper surface.
How a squirrel’s mouth parts are adapted
for his food getting habits.
How meat-eating mammals’ mouth parts are
adapted.
Why dogs ordinarily swallow big chunks of
meat without chewing them.
Why cattle might starve if forced to
graze on land just grazed by sheep.
Why a sundew plant is able to catch
insects
.
Why the digestive system of a bird dif-
fers from the digestive system of man.
How the frog uses his tongue to catch an
insect
Why man’s intestines are proportionally
longer than those of a wolf or a dog.
Why man’ 3 intestines are proportionally
shorter than those of a cow.
What the purpose of the "appendix" is in
a rabbit.
What is the purpose of the "appendix" in
a cat.
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TABLE I ( Cont inued )
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why the small intestine has a large
absorbing surface. X 1
What the purpose of the conjunctiva is.
’Why a dog can hear certain whistles that
X 1
a man cannot hear.
Why the muscular wall of the left ven-
X 1
tricle of the heart is stronger than
the right. X 1
Why sponges do not need gills or special
breathing apparatus.
Why many different animals have the same
X 1
body plan.
Why chewing insects require a more high-
X 1
ly developed digestive system than
sucking insects. X 1
Why it is unnecessary for earth worms to
have lungs.
How man’s teeth indicate that he is
X 1
omnivorous
.
X 1
37. The organisms most likely to survive
and reproduce are those that are struc-
turally and physiologically best fitted to
their environments.
Applications
Why the environment determines what life
will be found. X 1
What is ecological succession.
Why some plants are more numerous than
X 1
others
•
Why insects are the most successful
X 1
animal s
•
X 1
Why some plants do so poorly in the house. X 1
Why trees in cities are often so sickly.
Why plants such as quack grass are so
X 1
hard to get rid of.
'Why some birds that were abundant have
X 1
decreased greatly in number.
Why stronger fish are more likely to
X 1
reach the spawning grounds than
weaker ones. X 1
Why a tree in a dense forest has fewer
branches than one grown in the open. X 1
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TABLE I ( Continued)
i
Principles and Applications 1
Why it is an advantage to man to be an
omnivorous animal.
What a species needs to maintain its
continued existence.
’What would happen to a hairless sheep
under an environment leading to
natural selection.
Why the beaver population is now inereae-
increasing.
Why blood is unnecessary in the one -called
amoeba.
,
Why tadpoles have long food tubes and frogs
have short food tubes.
Why some animals are physically superior
to man.
2 Total
1
1
x
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
38. The chief difference in the strucbure
of organisms from the lowest to the highest
are resultant of the means adopted to per-
form certain functions under different exi-
gencies imposed by the environment and mode
of life.
-^-Applications •
39. The forms of living things have changed
slowly but steadily in the past.
*-<‘<1applications
.
40. Plants and animals in the course of
their generations are changed and molded
to meet the requirements of their existence
and the individuals and types best adapted
to their life situations are the ones that
survive
.
-
^Applications
.
41.
The power of living things to change is
j
definitely restricted, specialisation reaches
the limit of efficiency prescribed by mecha-
nical or chemical laws.
'»">hi.pol ications •
-^-Applications assigned to principle number 44 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 38
through 43.
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TABLE I ( Continued )
t
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
42. The present variety in living forms has
resulted from the modification through long
periods of time of simpler and less varied
ancestral types, and by degeneration in many
groups of organisms from more complex organ-
isms.
•^
•Applications
.
43. As nature progressed in the production
of new forms, new potentialities were also
added.
^•Applications •
44. An adaptive character may give its pos-
sessors a definite advantage over other mem-
bers of the species, and so in the course of,
generations due to the elimination of the non
possessors of this character, and of the con|
fering of this character upon others by here!
dity become a character of all the members of
the species.
Applications
.
Why the environment determines what life
will be found there.
Why plants and animals live in different
areas. , x
What ecological succession is. x
Why some plants and animals are more
numerous than others. x
Why blackberry bushes are found in dense
thickets. x
1
1
1
1
1
Why there are so many willow trees along
river bottoms.
How the cactus plant meets its problems.
Why tree trunks grow straight in the
jungle.
'//hat purpose the swim bladder in fish
serve
•
Why a squirrel or raccoon uses its front
feet.
How the flying squirrel has become
x
x
x
'X
x
1
1
1
1
1
adapted to flying through the air. x
I 1 Jl
^-Applications assigned to principle number 44 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 38
through 43.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications
Why most plants and animals are found near
the surface of the ocean.
Why stomata of floating leaves of plants
face upwards.
Why there are different life zones on
mountains
•
Why migration is a danger to an insect.
Why plant roots in poor soil are more
spread than in good soil.
Why plants shaded by forest trees have
broad thin leaves.
'Why most broad-leaved trees lose their
leaves in the Pall,
Why desert plants must adapt to their
environments
•
How the mouth parts of the squirrel are
adapted to its food habits.
Why aquatic plants do not possess root
hairs
•
How the mouth parts of meat-eating ani-
mals have become adapted.
What adaptations for food getting a
cricket has.
What adaptations for food getting a
waterbug has.
Why an eagle or hawk cannot pick weed
seeds or grain off the ground.
Why chickens can pick weedseeds and grain
off the ground easily,"
Why most of the animals which man has
domesticated and improved are herbi-
vorous.
What food-getting adaptations the duck
has
,
What mouth parts of man are adapted for
food.
Why deer can run very fast,
»<Thy specialized adaptations are common to
all animals.
How tropical orchids (air plants) secure
their water.
How mosses and liverworts have success-
fully become adapted.
Why the snail has many teeth on its
tongue rather than scattered teeth here
and there
1
1 2 3 4 Total
X 1
X X X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X X 2
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 5 4 Total
Why some animals undergo metamorphosis X 1
Why a tadpole loses its tail.
Why insects are the most successful
X 1
animals
.
X 1
How the offspring of plants are protected.
Why a baby knows hov; to suck so soon after
X 1
birth. X 1
Why plant fruits remain inedible and
green until the seeds are mature.
Why plant leaves expose their flat
X 1
surface to the sun.
Why the upper epidermis of leaves is
X 1
usually thicker than the lower epider-
mis. X X 2
Why fish migrate.
What adaptations the rabbit has for pro-
X 1
tection. X 1
What fighting adaptations are possessed
by some animals.
What the protective adaptations are of
X 1
flying fish.
Why the New York Weasel develops fur in
X 1
the Winter, X 1
Why a walking stick is difficult to see
on twigs and vines.
Why the snowshoe rabbit’s appearance
X 1
differs in winter from the summer.
Why man has the present supremacy in
X 1
the animal world.
Why man’s eyes are set in a bony
X 1
structure. X 1
Why many fish have the ability to give
an electric shock to other animals.
What adaptations a timber wolf has for
X 1
its way in life. X 1
Hov; a giraffe obtained his long neck.
Why plants must adapt to varying amount
X 1
of sunlight.
Hov; the habits and structures of the
X 1
early flov/ering plants in dense forests
are adjusted. X 1
Hov; deciduous trees and evergreen plants
are adapted for photosynthesis.
Hov; squash vine leaves are adapted in
X 1
order to secure light energy» X 1
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
Why some sensitive plants contract
after being touched*
Why eels have developed keen eyesight
and hearing.
Why frogs have bulging eyes.
Why the frog has a transparent third
eyelid.
Why man’s arteries lie deeper than his
veins
•
Why millions of sperms are released in
order to fertilize one egg.
Why the white footed mouse is able to
make rapid responses.
What is meant by protective resemblance.
Why tissues in different kinds of living
things are never exactly the same.
Why fish have gill filaments.
Why fish have lateral lines.
Why the mud puppy has a broad tail.
Why birds have so many different types
of feet.
Why the legs of animals that live in
trees have become modified.
Why it is an advantage to man to have a
skull made up of more than one bone.
Why different food habits produce dif-
ferent tooth structure.
Why the type of beak determines the sort
of food a bird eats.
Why man has three locations for salivary
glands
.
Why herbivorous animals have longer
intestines than carnivorous.
How the surface of the digestive tube is
increased.
Hov/ the lungs do their work.
Why insects are the most successful
animals
•
How sane seed structures aids the task
of the wind in seed dispersal.
How some seed structures aids the task
of the animal in seed dispersal 0
Why the water lilZy leaf has stomata on
its upper surface.
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TABLE I ( Cont inu ed)
Principles and Applications 1 2
1
3
1
4 Total
How a squirrel’s mouth parts are adapted
for his food getting habits*
How meat-eating mammals’ mouth carts are
X 1
adapted. X 1
Why dogs ordinarily swallow big chunks
of meat without chewing them.
Why cattle might starve if forced to
X 1
graze on land just grazed on by sheep.
Why a sundew plant is able to catch
X 1
insects
•
X 1
Why the digestive system of a bird
differs from the digestive system of
man. X 1
How the frog uses his tongue to catch
an insect. X 1
Why man’s intestives are proportionally
longer than those of a wolf or a dog.
Why man’s intestives are proportionally
X 1
shorter than those of a cow.
What the purpose of the "appendix" is in
X 1
a rabbit. X 1
What is the purpose of the "appendix"
in a cat. X 1 .
Why the small intestine has a large
absorbing surface. X 1
What the purpose of the conjunctiva is.
Why a dog can hear certain whistles
X 1
that a man cannot hear.
Why the muscular wall of the left ven-
X 1
tricle of the heart is stronger than
the right. X 1
Why sponges do hot need gills or spe-
cial breathing apparatus.
Why many different animals have the
X 1
same body plan.
Why chewing insects require a more
x 1
highly developed digestive system
than sucking insects. X 1
Why it is unnecessary for earth worms
to have lungs
.
How man’s teeth indicate that he is
x 1
omnivorous
•
X 1
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TABLE I ( Cojrtinued
)
H 1 "1 »
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why insects are the most successful
animals
•
X 1
Why some plants do so poorly in the house. X 1
Why trees in cities are often so sickly.
Why plants such as quack grass are so hard
X 1
to get rid of.
Why some birds that were abundant have
X 1
decreased greatly in number.
Why stronger fish are more likely to
X 1
reach the spawning grounds than weaker
ones • X 1
Why a tree in a dense forest has fewer
branches than one grown in the open.
Why it is an advantage to man to be an
X 1
omnivorous animal.
What a species needs to maintain its
y 1
continued existence# X 1
What would happen to a hairless sheep
under an environment leading to
natural selection. y 1
Why the beaver population is now in-
creasing.
Why blood is unnecessary in the one-
y 1
celled amoeba. y 1
Why tadpoles have long food tubes and
frogs have short food tubes.
Why some animals are physically super-
y 1
ior to man# y 1
45. Living things are not distributed
uniformly or at random over the surface of
the earth, but are found in definite zones
and local regions where conditions are
favorable to tbeir survival.
Applications
•
Why plants and animals live in different
areas
.
X 1
Why some plants and animals are more
numerous than others#
Why blackberry bushes are found in dense
X 1
thickets
.
X 1
Why most plants and animals are found
floating near the surface of the ocean.
Why man has settled some parts of the
X 1
earth more thickly than others# X 1
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications
Why sheep and rabbits have been success-
fully introduced into Australia.
Why migration is a danger to an insect.
Why bacteria are found in abundance.
Why trout and salmon use streams as
spawning places.
Why soil bacteria are more numerous near
the surface than deeper in the earth.
Why a pitcher plant needs a certain
environment to grow.
How to attract birds to our homes.
Why life is abundant in some parts of
the earth but scarce in others.
How water affects the abundance of life.
Why there is relatively little life in
the ocean depths.
Why a cow or horse could not live at the
North or South Pole.
tohy evergreens are replacing aspens in
Rocky Mountain National Bark.
Where bacteria are found.
Why corals are found in water that was or
still is warm.
Why turtle nests are found near streams
or lakes
•
Why the lady slipper orchid will die if
transplanted to ordinary soil.
Why some plants depend on particular
kinds of soil.
Why certain kinds of trees are found
together in plant societies.
Why life is more abundant in water than
on land.
Why man is more widely distributed than
other animals.
How man affects the distribution of plants
and animals.
46. All plants and animals are engaged in a
constant struggle for energy.
Applications
.
How plants are engaged in a struggle for
energy.
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TABLE I (Continued)
f
Principles and Applications
T
2 3 Total
How man fights fungi which compete with
him for energy.
What the purpose of most animal activi-
ties is.
x
x
1
1
47. All living things are continually
engaged in an exacting struggle with their
environments
•
-x-x-Applications •
48. The existence of organisms depends
upon their interrelations with the envi-
ronment which includes both the inorganic
world and other organisms.
-::~--App1 i
c
ations •
Why some plants do so poorly in the house.
Why trees in cities are often so sickly.
Why it is necessary to shield young plants
from the sun by a cover of cloth or
paper
,
Why ,, game ,r fish have to be protected.
Why some kinds of birds have disappeared.
Why the environment determines what kind
of life will be found there.
x
x
x
x
X
X
49. Every species of organism is subject
to certain checks or controls in the form
of enemies and only those members that
are most capable of avoiding their enemies
survive to reproduce new offspring and
thereby, transmit many of their character-
istics to their offspring,
-
^Applications
.
1
1
1
1
1
1
50. All living organisms have other living
things which compete with them for the
available energy.
•ftAppl i cations.
-^-Applications assigned to principle number 48 are also
considered to be assigned to principle number 47.
.
‘^Applications assigned to principle number 53 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 49 through
52.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications Total
51* Every living species is continually
producing a multitude of individuals,
many more than can survive, varying more
or less among themselves and all com-
peting with each other for the available
energy.
-
^Applications •
52, For most species of organisms the
great checks on increase in numbers are
enemies, disease and competition between
individuals of the same species and of
one species with another for food and
other necessities of life.
---AjopjLications •
53. The members of any species deoend
on the one hand upon its rate of re-
production and on growth, and on the
other upon its death rate from accident,
enemies and disease.
-^Applications
.
Why the abundance of rabbits varies
from year to year.
What the enemies of trees are.
Why fish migrate.
How some natural enemies of man keep
certain pests in check.
Why the antelope needs protection.
Why some plants grow thick bark.
How the insect problem affects agri-
culture •
Why the ability of the grasshopper to
move about helps him.
Why the fertilization of fish eggs by
sperm is affected at times.
Hov/ man affects the distribution of
plants and animals.
Plow some undesirable insects are con-
trolled.
x
x
x
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
How plants and animals compete with
one another for energy.
Why competition for radiant energy
affects the form of plants.
x 1
x 1
-^-Applications assigned to
-principle number 53 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 49 through
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TABLE I (
C
ontinued )
Principles and Applications I'otal
Why decayed teeth help cause poor digest-
tion •
Why great egg layers are not those with
the greatest number of offspring.
Why man’s use of the domestic animals
disturbs the balance of nature.
Why some plants and animals are more
numerous than others.
Why some kinds of birds have disappeared.
How mold and ;east plants compete with
x
x
x
x
1
1
1
1
man for food.
Why man is a dangerous enemy of mollusks
.
What the enemies of forests are.
Why many young fish don’t grow to adult
size o
Why the American Chestnut tree is be-
coming extinct.
x
x
x
x
1
1
1
1
1
54.
Those organisms which cannot adjust
themselves to their environment lose out
in the struggle for existence.
*--;:
-Appl i cati ons •
55.
When the balance of nature is dis-
turbed, disastrous results often follow.
-:h:
-App11 cations •
56.
The existing forms of life on the
earth are not all the forms of life which
have existed; there has been a great
variety of animals and plants which have
passed away.
•5H:-Appl ications.
57. Species not fitted to the conditions
about them do not thrive and finally be-
come extinct.
^•Applicat ions
.
58. Species can and do become extinct, but
they usually live on for ages in spite of
the death of individuals.
-
-^Applications •
-^-Applications assigned to principle number 59 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 54 through
58*
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TABLE I (C ontinu ed)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
59. The more highly specialized an
organism is, the more likely it is to
become extinct if its environment changes.
-^-Applications
.
Why insects find migration a danger. X 1
Why some plants do so poorly in the house. X 1
Why trees in cities are often so sickly.
Why warm days followed by cold weather
X 1
may kill evergreens.
Why the cutting and burning of forests
X 1
upsets the balance of life.
Why animal life would die if all plant
X 1
life were to die.
'Why the environment determines what
X 1
life will be found there. X 1
How infectious diseases are prevented.
Why we should clean our teeth night
X 1
and morning.
Why some animals are more numerous than
X X 2
others
•
X 1
Why desert plants and animals must
adapt to their environment.
Why dusting mosquito breeding areas
X 1
controls malaria. X 1
How species sometimes becomes extinct.
Why so many animals and plants have
X 1
disappeared, during the past few
hundred years. X 1
Why the NorthAmer ican hairy elephant
has become extinct. X 1
Why the American killdeer is becoming
extinct
•
X 1
60. Animals and plants lacking some means
of mechanical support are debarred from
terrestrial life.
Applications
•
Why some animals are more numerous than
others X 1
Why desert plants and animals must adapt
to their environment. X 1
-^“Applications assigned to principle nuinber 59 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 54 through
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why a rosette pattern of leaves allows
the plant to live in rocky, sandy soil.
Why crayfish can live for a time out of
X 1
water
•
X 1
How birds have successfully adapted. X 1
How the frog adapts to his environment.
How snakes have adapted to their environ-
X 1
ment •
Why man’s heart beats faster when exer-
X 1
cising. X 1
Why some butterflies taste with their feet
Why man is physically superior to other
• X 1
animals • X 1
Why it is an advantage that more sperm
cells are formed than eggs.
What advantage is gained by the ability of
X 1
sperms to move about. X 1
What the food getting adaptations of her**
bivorous animals are. X 1
Why a membrane forms about a fertilized
egg. X 1
Why a thorny body covering affords nro-
tection. X 1
What adaptation for protection poison-
ous snakes have.
How the shell of a bird egg protects
X 1
the embryo • X 1
What protective adaptation an ostrich has. X 1
Why some larvae have prickly projections.
What adaptations man has for protecting
X 1
himself. X 1
Why a toad has poison glands in the skin
of his back#
How the 1b rge desert cactus is able to
X 1
store water.
Why the fresh water clam’s siphon has
X 1
survival value# X 1
Why the ability of grasshoppers to jump
100 times its length aids its survival
value X 1
What purpose the stinging cells in hydra
serve
.
X 1
What special sense organs aid various
animals in their struggle for survival.
L_
X 1
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TABLE I ( Continued
)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
How species sometimes become extinct,
Why so many animals and plants have dis-
X 1
appeared during the past few hundred
years. X 1
61. The surface of the earth and the at-
mosphere surrounding the earth are under-
going constant changes; therefore, in
order to survive organisms must migrate,
hibernate, aestivate, build artificial
shelters or otherwise become adapted to
these changes.
applications
•
How living things adjust to their en-
vironment
•
X 1
Why some animals undergo metamorphosis.
Why insects are the most successful
X 1
animal s
.
X 1
How animals get a foothold in new areas.
Why most broad leaved trees lose their
X 1
leaves in the Fall. X 1
Why fish migrate.
How early sea plants made their way onto
X 1
land.
Why desert plants must adapt to their
X 1
environment. X 1
Why cold blooded animals hibernate
during long cold seasons.
What action a deer or bear living in a
X X 2
dry rainless locality must take in
order to survive. X 1
Why birds migrate.
Why the migration of fish plays an im-
1
X 1
portant part in the conservation of fish,
How migration and hibernation are related
1
1 X 1
to reproduction.
Why humming birds of the temperate region
X 1
migrate in the winter. X 1
Why man migrates.
Why salmon and eels migrate.
X 1
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
62. The range of temperature for life ac-
tivities is very narrow as compared with
the range of possible temperatures. There
is a minimum temperature below which and
a maximum temperature above which no life
processes are carried on. The temperature
range for life processes is from many
degrees below zero degrees centigrade to
nearly the point of boiling of water.
Applications.
How infectious diseases may be prevented.
Why cold storage foods are as safe as
X 1
fresh foods. X 1
How mold growth can be prevented. X 1
Why we pasteurize our milk. X X 2
Why cream cheese is pasteurized.
Why a cow or a horse could not live at
X 1
the North or South Pole.
How to prevent becoming a host to a
X 1
tapeworm. X 1
Hoy; to prevent trichinosis.
Why cooking pork removes the danger of
X 1
tapeworm. X 1
Why babies should not drink ice cold milk. X 1
63. Life is confined to the surface of the
earth and to a few miles above and belov/,
and no form of life can go beyond these
petty limits.
•^Applications
.
64. Living organisms cannot live in the
upper levels of the atmosphere because of
no oxygen for respiration and because of a
deficiency of pressure upon the exterior of
the body and the intense cold.
^Applications
Why one changes his breathing habits in
going from sea level to high altitudes. X L1
-"-•^Applications assigned to principle number 6 4 are also
considered to be assigned to principle number 63.
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TaBLE I ( Continued
)
Principles and Applications
65, Heredity supplies the native capa-
cities of an organism; environment de-
termines to a large extent how fully
these capacities v/ill be developed.
-• -"'hit)plications •
66. Many hereditary characters are sub-
ject to non-genetic or environmental
variation in expression.
-*-»App1ications .
Why you can’t find two living things
exactly alike.
How environment influences heredity.
Which is more important: heredity or
environment
•
Why environment cannot change the
intelligence of a person.
What the affects of heredity and en-
vironments are with respect to
susceptibility to tuberculosis.
1 2 3 4 Total
:
x
x
ix
I
j
I
X
1
1
1
1
1
67. Cells within an organism are de-
pendent upon their environment as well
as their genes in the process of be-
coming what they finally become.
Applications
.
Why you can't find two living things
exactly alike.
How environment influences heredity.
Whidi is more important: heredity or
environment
What the affects of heredity and en-
vironments are with respect to
susceptibility to tuberculosis.
i
x
X
1
1
X 1
X 1
68. When new species are introduced into
a country, few individuals or species will
find themselves in the same balance as in
their old home. For the majority, con-
ditions will be unfavorable; they will fail
to gain a footing and some will disappear.
•SHS-Applications assigned to principle number 66 are also
considered to be assigned to principle number 65.
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TaBLE I ( Continued
)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
If the introduced species chances to he
better suited, especially if it is re-
moved from its old enemies and parasites,
its numbers will increase often far be-
yond anything possible to it in its na-
tive country; not infrequently, its
abundance will force it into changed
habits
•
Applications
•
How living things adjust to their
environment.
How animals get a new foothold in
X 1
new areas. X 1
Why sheep and rabbits have been
successfully introduced into
Australia. X 1
Why migration is dangerous for insects. X 1
69. The less the amount of parental care
given to the offspring, the greater is the
need for the animal to be prolific.
Applications
.
Why trout and salmon use a stream as a
spawning place. X 1
Why a fish lays more eggs than a hen.
Why a female stickleback does not lay
X 1
as many eggs as a cod or an eel.
Why the greatest egg layers do not have
X X 2
the most offspring.
Why the mud dauber wasp builds a mud
X 1
structure
.
What the relationship is between degree
X 1
of development and care of the young.
’Why other mollusks do not need to pro-
X 1
duce as many eggs as the oyster. X 1
What the advantages of parental care are.
Why the number of young produced by an
X 1
organism is in inverse proportion to
the amount of parental care. X 1
Why the female dogfish does not have to
lay as many eggs as a cod or an eel. X 1
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TaBLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications Total
Why many kinds of fish are very easily
produced in fish hatcheries.
Why egg cells in birds are relatively
few in number and large in size.
70, In many organisms the number of young
which are produced bears a definite rela-
tion to the chance of survival; the smaller
the chance, the more numerous the offspring.
applications
.
Why a fish lays more eggs than a hen.
Why other mollusks do not need to produce
as many eggs as the oyster.
Why prolific cod and eels do not entirely
fill the oceans.
Why the egg mass is larger than the frog
which produced it.
Why fewer young are produced by higher
animals than by lower animals.
Why many kinds of fish are very easily
produced in fish hatcheries.
x
x
x
X
X
1
1
1
1
1
1
71. Stretches of water act as barriers to
purely terrestrial animals and stretches of
land bar the migrations of the inhabitants
of water.
Applications .
72. Each species of animal or plant tends
to extend its range until some impossible
barrier is encountered.
*"«<Aopl i c at ions
.
75. Isolation of a piece of land or a
body of water from the rest of the world
always permits its animal and plant inhab-
/itants to evolve along their own peculiar
lines, and each race involved tends to be-
come more uniform.
y-frApplications.
^-Applications assigned to principle number 75 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 71 through
74.
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> TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 5 4 Total
74.
Some of the differences between
related groups of organisms separated by
a geographical barrier are due to adapt-
ive responses to slightly different en-
vironmental factors.
*->hVoDlications.
75.
Most regions that are surrounded by
barriers are devoid of a ver-y great
variety of species of animals or plants.
However, the larger the area isolated,
the greater the variety of forms.
pi i c at ion s •
Why plants and animals are found in dif-
ferent places.
What the barriers to the distribution of
marine plants are.
Why animals in South Americ a and Africa
are so different.
Why the distribution of animals is evi-
dence of organic evolution.
Why Australia has peculiar plants and
animal species.
x
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
76.
In general, the natural flora and
fauna of the region is the most luxuriant
that it can support.
Applications
.
Why some plants and animals are more
numerous than others.
Why willow trees grow along river bot-
toms •
Why plants and animals are found in
different places.
x
X
X
'^{Applications assigned to principle number 75 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 71
through 74.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total77.
Discontinuous widespread distribution
is characteristic of old groups of plants
and animals and means that they formerly
occupied also much of the intervening
space.
-;H:-Appl i cat ions
.
78.
The distribution of any group of land
animals will depend upon three factors —
first, upon the region where the group
happened to originate; second, upon the
connections which this region, then and
later, happened to have with other land
masses; and third, upon the fate of the
group in the different regions to which
it obtained access.
^Applications •
79.
New species of plants and animals
appear at some definite point on the earth
and then spread out from that location as
a center.
-^'Applications •
Why the distribution of plants and ani-
mals is evidence of organic evolution.
Why modern horse does not occupy the
same habitat as primitive horse.
How animals got a new foothold in new
areas
•
Why the modern elephant has the geo-
graphical location it has.
Why man has settled in some parts of the
v/orld more thickly than others.
Why early man had a wide distribution on
the earth.
x
x
x
x
x
x
1
1
1
1
1
1
80.
Change in the numbers of organisms in
communities may be rapid even though the
environmental conditions apparently alter
slowly and gradually.
^Applications
.
-»-*>.pplications assigned to principle number 79 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 77 and 78.
^Applications assigned to principle number 81 are also
considered to be assigned to principle number 80.
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TABLE I ( Continued
)
- -
- I
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
81. For most species of organisms, periods
of great scarcity of individuals alternate
with waves of great abundance; and the
peaks of the waves succeed each other in
a regular cycle.
•
^Applications •
Why some plants and animals are more nu-
merous than others.
Why the abundance of rabbits varies from
year to ye g r.
Why the abundance of lynx varies from
year to year.
82. Animals of diverse origin, living
among similar surroundings, tend to be-
come at least superficially alike and
they often develop parts that have the
same function.
-^•Applications •
83. In organisms inhabiting similar
environments, evolution has often pro-
duced convergence — the molding of
unrelated stocks into similar forms by
the needs of their way of life.
-^
-Applications
.
Why the environment determines what life
will be found there.
84. Reproduction is a fundamental bio-
logical process that provides for the
continuance of life on the earth by
providing new individuals.
y-->»
-Applic at ions •
^applications assigned to principle number 81 'are also
considered to be assigned to principle number 80.
^{Applications assigned to principle number 83 are also
considered to be assigned to nrinciple number 82.
‘JHHC-Apolications assigned to principle number 87 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 84 through
87.
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TABLE I ( Continued
)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
85. Except for those organisms Y/hich
exhibit metagenesis, all living things
are able in one way or another to pro-
duce new living things like, or nearly
like, themselves.
•^'"^Applications
.
86. All the modes of reproduction of
organic life are alike in their nature,
varying only in complexity of develop-
ment. They fall into two general cate-
gories, asexual and sexual reproduction.
*HH»Applications.
87. Cell division is the essential
mechanism of reproduction, of heredity
and to a large extent, of organic
evolution.
SBKfrAppiic at ion s
What sexual reproduction is. X 1
Why seeds grow into new plants. X 1
What insects do for flowers. X *\r 2
Why a flower forms seeds. X 1
Why many kinds of plants have flov/ers.
Why birds are most valuable to man at
X 1
nesting time. X 1
Why salmon and eels migrate. X 1
88. Living things come only from living
things.
sHcApplications.
89. All life comes from preceding life.
•SHC-Applications
.
90. Protoplasm is built only by pro-
toplasm and every cell comes from a cell.
Applications.
u
**lfrApplications assigned to principle number 87 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 84 through
86
.
•^'Applications assigned to principle number 90 are also
considered to be a s signed to principles numbers 88 and 89.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications
JL
1 4 Total
Where life came from*
Why a green plant is a living organism.
Why life cannot come from dead material.
x
x
X
1
1
2
91. All cells arise through the division
of previous cells (or protoplasm) back to
the primitive ancestral cell (or proto-
plasm) •
Applications *
How bacteria develop*
How spores germinate.
What characteristics plants and animals
have in common*
1
1
1
92, In sexual reproduction, a male cell
from one parent unites with a female cell
from the other parent to produce the young
(except in the few cases of self-fertiliza-
tion)
.
--^-Applications *
93* Sexual reproduction is an almost
universal method of reproduction and occurs
in representatives of every phylum of plants
and animals.
*~>
~Ap.;lic at ion s •
94. All sexually reproduced individuals
begin their careers as single fertilized cells,
-^-Applications *
95. In organisms, which reproduce by sexual
means, fertilization serves two functions —
stimulation of the egg to develop and intro-
duce the hereditary properties of the male
parent.
*-*Apol i cat ion s
.
What is meant by sexual reproduction.
How young worker bees are produced and
cared for.
2
1
-«HS-Apoli cat ions assigned to principle number 95 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 92 through
94
.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications Total
What the origin of the pollen grain is.
What the origin of the egg is.
What is meant by fertilization.
How pollination differs from fertiliza-
tion.
How higher animals reproduce.
X
X
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
1
96. Regeneration is almost universal among
living tilings -- from the simple to the more
complex animals the abilities to regener-
ate lost parts and to reproduce asexually
fall off, gradually and indepently, as the
body becomes more specialized,
•»-^Applicat ions.
97. Asexual reproduction in organisms may
be brought about by fission (simple divi-
sion), by external or internal building
or by sporulations
.
'""»
~Applications •
What the methods of reproducing without
sex are.
Why asexual reproduction is found most-
ly in simple plants and animals.
Why oyster breeders no longer chop up
starfish and throw them back.
Why insects are the most successful
animals
.
Why the sponge is a successful animal.
Why hydra is a successful animal.
What reproduction by fission, budding,
spores and regeneration is.
Why it is difficult to get rid of scales
and plant lice.
How mollusks regenerate missing parts.
Why geranium and other plants can be
grown from cuttings.
What the advantage of spore formation
is to a species.
How mold colonies originate.
x x x x
x x
x
x
X
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
J
«-*Appl ications assigned to principle number 97 are also
considered to be assigned to principle number 96.
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TABLE I ( Continued )
Principles and Applications
98. The fundamental process of repro-
duction in all organism whose cells
possess nuclei is cell division which
results in the precise distribution
of the chromatin of the nucleus.
4 Total
•
^Applications ,
99. Reproduction in all organisms is a
process of growth in which a single cell
or a group of cells is separated from
the parent body and develops into a new
individual.
^Applications •
100. The most primitive method of re-
production employed by organisms is
the splitting of the whole body into
two halves, each of which grows into a
complete new individual.
*-»-Applications •
What some of the methods of repro-
duction without sex are.
'Why the cell is the basis of inheri-
tance.
What the material in the nucleus is
that stains readily.
What the stages of cell division are.
x
x
x
x
1
1
1
1
101. Alternation of generations or a
somewhat parallel process is character-
istic of all higher plants but is com-
paratively uncommon with animals*
Applications
.
What the significance is of alterna-
tion of generations.
How the jelly fish exhibits alterna-
tion of generations.
How moss and fern illustrate alterna-
tion of generations.
x x 2
1
1
-^Applications assigned to principle number
considered to be assigned to principles numbers
100 are also
98 and 99.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications
102. Throughout the plant and animal
kingdoms there is a general preference
for cross-fertilization; an avoidance
of union of eggs with male elements of
the- same individual, in these animals
and in the great majority of plants
which are hermaphroditic there are
usually precautions to restrain self-
fertilization.
Applications
.
What the advantages of cross-pollina
fcion are.
What is meant by self-pollination.
Why plants have structures that in-
sure cross-pollination.
Total
x 1
1
x
103. The ability and necessity of
members of a species to produce other
individuals like themselves is essen-
tial for the welfare and maintenance
of the species, since no living thing
can maintain itself for an unlimited
period of time.
Applications
.
Why many more sperm cells than egg
cells are released. x 1
104. Sexual union in plants and ani-
mals affords a method of variation due
to the mixing of different protoplasms.
Applications
.
Iiow differences in identical twins may
be accounted for. x 1
105. In plants and animals subject to
parthenogenetic development (develop-
ment from unfertilized germinal cells)
reduction of chromosomes does not occur.
Applications
.
How metamorphosis is distinguished from
partheno gene sis.
Why fertilization is not necessary for
production of embryos.
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* TABLE I ( Continued)
>
Principles and Applications Total
106. Living things, even of the same kind,
are never exactly alike, not even with re-
gard to single traits (characteristics)
such as color or shape.
applications
.
Why you are unlike your big brother or
small sister. x 1
Why you can't find two living things
exactly alike. x 1
Why tissues in different kinds of
living things are never exactly the
same. x
Why twin moose calves are never
exactly the same. x 1
Why twins are never exactly alike. x x 2
Why inheritance produces not only
likeness but also unlikeness. x
107. all embryos start from a single
fertilized egg cell and grow through
division and redivision into the form of
the organism which produces the egg cell.
-^.-Applications .
108. The action of "organizers” (pro-
bably chemical in character) produced in
the developing embryo causes the devel-
oping egg, which at first acts as a
whole, to produce specialized parts which
develop independently.
• •^Ap plications
.
How plants and animals develop from eggs.
How a seed grows into a new plant.
Ho v/ the typical mammal develops.
How a fertilized egg grows.
x
x
X
X
1
1
1
1
109. The life history of new individual
tends to recapitulate the history of the
race.
•>.-..-»-App1 ications .
110. Similarities in the embryological
##Applications assigned to principle number 108 are also
considered to be assigned to principle number 107.
-x*H{Applications assigned to principle number 111 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 109 and 110.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications
development of organisms show hereditary
relationships between these organisms;
and the closer two species are related,
the longer they parallel one another in
development
.
.ApoIic at ions .
Total
111. Adult organisms that differ greatly
from one another, but which show funda-
mental similarities in embryological
development have originated from similar
ancestors
.
•:H;-»-Appl icat ions .
What the evidence is that living things
have changed and still are changing.
Why the embryological development of
the higher animals resembles the
adult stages of simpler animals.
x
x
1
1
112.
The embryos of different animals,
in addition to being more like each other
as development is traced backwards, show
also a widening contrast with their par-
ents and their adult destiny.
Applications
.
What the evidence is that living things
have changed and still are changing. x 1
113.
The hereditary characters in all
organisms are determined by the genes which
are carried in the chromosones.
-»~frApplications •
114.
The hereditary characteristics pos-
sessed by any organism depend wholly upon
the genes that were transmitted to it in the
reproductive cells received from its parents.
•>»~>fApplications.
-^^-Applications assigned to principle number 111 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 109
and 110.
'^Applications assigned to principle number 118 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 113
through 117.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
115. In most cases, a character is not
determined by a single gene but by the
interplay of two or more genes. In this
interaction the genes may interfere with,
modify, counteract or reinforce each other.
'--'‘-Applications •
116. Living tilings reproduce offspring
which possess the genes of their ances-
tors; though, these offspring do not
necessarily resemble any of these ances-
tors •
->*Applicat ions •
117. The genes in the chromosomes of the
egg and the sperm are the carriers of the
structural characters of the parents to
the next generation.
^{•Applications •
118. The genes in the chromosomes of eggs
and sperms are the physical basis of here-
dity.
'-^Applications •
What determines heredity. X X 2
What genes are. X 1
What the function of the genes is. X 1
What chromosomes are. X 1
Where the genes are located. X X 2
Why you look like your mother or father. X 1
Why you are like your brother or sister.
Why the mule possesses the physical
X 1
characteristics it has. X 1
How color blindness is inherited.
Why it is difficult to apply to man the
X 1
methods used in analyzing the varia-
tions in the heredity of lower organisms. X 1
^---Applications assigned to principle number 118 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 113
through 117,
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
119. Meiosis or “chromosome reduction"
from the diploid to the haploid number
occurs at some stage in all organisms
in which sexual processes take place;
and when followed by the return to the
diploid number of chromosomes at fer-
tilization, it keeps the number of
chromosomes constant for the species.
**AoTolications
.
120. The separation of homologous
chromosomes at reduction division in
the germ cell is a matter of chance -
the separation in any one pair occurs
absolutely without reference to what
had occured in any other pair in the cell.
-^-“-Applications •
121. During the process of maturation
in an egg or a sperm, corresponding
maternal and paternal chromosomes,
with their genes, go to different cells
in the reduction division so that each
secondary oocyte or spermatocyte receives
one but not both of these chromosomes with
its genes,
*-«'Applications •
122. In plants, the gamete-bearing phase
of the life cycle is haploid; the spore
bearing phase is diploid. The reduction
division occurs during spore formation.
-“--“Applications
123. In the maturation of the sex cells
at the pairing of the chromosomes, except
for the single sex chromosomes, the two
members of each pair come originally one
from the paternal line and one from the
maternal line,
^•'Applications •
-“--“-Applications assigned to orinciple number 126 are
also considered to be assigned to orinciples numbers 119
through 125,
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TABLE I ( Continued) 85
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
124. The heredity of an individual
organism produced by sexual means is [
determined by what occurs to the
chromosomes in the reduction division .
in maturation and in fertilization.
-^Applications
.
125. In fertilization in most bisexual
organisms, the egg contributes half the
number of chromosomes to the zygote as
does also the sperm.
-«~x-Appli cations •
126. ho relation exists between the
common origin of chromosomes from the
same gamete and their later distribution
during chromosome reduction. Chance
alone seems to determine how the chro-
mosomes are distributed.
-^Applications •
What seems to be the reason for
r educ ti on-divi s i on
.
Why pairs of chromosomes separate.
What the process of meiosis is.
Why the human embryo receives equal
numbers of chromosomes from both
parents
•
127. Each kind of living thing has its
characteristic chromosome complement,
and the constancy of that complement is
preserved at each cell division. Dif-
ferent species show the utmost diversity
in number, size and form of chromosomes.
'^-Applications •
128. All cells within one multicellular
individual, except the gametes in animals
and the spores in plants, are character-
ized by the same chromosomal content,
as they all originated by cell division
from a common cell.
-»'Appli cations •
X
'
X
X
X
X
2
1
1
1
-^Applications assigned to principle number 126 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 119
through 125.
-^Applications assigned to principle number 130 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 127
through 129.
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‘TaBLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
129. The number of chromosomes in the
somatic cells of all the individuals of a
species is a constant; except in chimeras,
gynandromdjphs
,
etc.
-“•
•Applications
.
130. «11 individuals of a unicellular
species, except asexual species, contain
the same number of "similar sets" of
chromosomes
•
% plications .
Why pollen from corn will not fertilize
stigmas of the bean blossom.
o Total
131.
New kinds of living things have
arisen through mutation.
‘frfrAppl j c at i ons .
132.
The genes of all organisms are sub-
ject change, such changes producing heri-
table modifications in organisms called
mutations
.
-^applications
.
133. The history of organisms shows that
evolution and race divergence has been the
result of mutations.
-»-»Ap Plications •
134. Mutations occur, independently of
the activities of individual, as more or
less haphazard hereditary variations.
-^
-Applications .
135.
New types of living things arise
through variations in the previously
existing kinds.
^-“-Applications
1
—
i
^Applications assigned to principle number 130 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 127
through 129.
-“-^Applications assigned to principle number 137 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 131
through 136.
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'TaBLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
136, All heritable variations, which are
not the result of recombinations of genes,
are mutations which are changes in genes,
in some cases induced by environmental
agents
•
•»--»~Ap'ol ic at ion
s
.
Total
137* Any hereditary change that follows
the lav/s of Mendelian heredity is due to
a gene mutation.
•""dpplications.
How the grapefruit and seedless orange
were developed.
Why there are so many different kinds
of animal 3 and plants in the world.
v/hy plants and animals have changed.
Why some animals such as kittens have
a change in the number of toes.
Why there are so many peculiar plants
and animals in Australia.
Why there are so many different vari-
eties of cabbage or cats.
How mutations differ from fluctuations.
What a gene mutation is.
How genes are changed.
How new strains of strawberries have
come about.
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
138. Acquired characters are not in-
herited .
^-Applications .
139. Fluctuating variations found within
a pure line are not inherited and cannot
change the character of the offspring
permanently.
^
-Applications
.
Why variations are not inheritable. x x 2
•^Applications assigned to principle number 137 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 131
through 136.
-“-Applications assigned to principle number 139 are
also considered to be assigned to principle number 158.
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Table I ( Continued
)
Principles and Applications
143. Sex is inherited. It follows a
given distribution of the chromosomes
according to definite Mendelian ratios.
1 2 Total
^••Applications •
144. In the vast majority of organisms,
it is the male who has the unsymmetrical
chromosome complement; and the sperms,
therefore, are the decisive begetters
either of males or of females.
*-• '
-Applications
.
How sex is inherited.
How the male determining chromosome
can be recognized.
x
x
1
1
145. Living things alter their types.
The present species have not always
existed but have originated by descent
from others which in turn were derived
from still earlier ones and so down to
the first living forms.
applications
.
What changes have taken place since
the beginning of life.
Why there are so many different kinds
of animals and plants in the world.
Why our food and domestic animals are
descended from less desirable stock.
What is meant by organic evolution.
Why primitive man res not descended from
monkey.
Why plants and animals are not what they
have always been.
Why the modern horse is different from
the primitive horse.
146. Variation and heredity together are
responsible for the appearance and the con-
tinuation of the processes of evolution.
x
x
x
x
x
x x
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
^Applications assigned to principle number 144 are
also considered to be assigned to principle number 143.
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TABLE I ( Continued )
Principles and Applications Total
Why if all kittens had their ta.'. is cut
off, the future generation kittens
would still be born with tails.
Why unusual experiences of a mother
before the birth of her child will
have little effect upon the bodily
appearance of the child.
What the difference is between genetic
and acquired characteristics.
x
x
1
1
x 1
140.
Cells within an organism are depenw-
dent upon their environment, as well as their
genes, in the process of becoming what they
finally become.
Applications .
How the growing embryo is provided with
food.
Why heredity and environment are
equally important.
Why the environment cannot change the
intelligence of a person.
x
x
x
1
1
1
141.
The germ plasm of animals and
plants passes on from generation to gen-
eration and there has been a continuous
stream from the first organisms to the
present living organisms.
-^Applications •
142.
The fundamental function of the germ
plasm is the perpetuation of the species;
the body or somaplasm serves as the ve-
hicle for the germ plasm.
-^-Applications ,
Why you look like your mother or father.
How we inherit.
1
1
-^{Applications assigned to principle number 142 are
also considered to be assigned to principle number 141.
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TABLE I (Cpnb inued)
Principles and Applications Total
Applications
.
How heredity and variation work together.
What is meant by organic evolution*
How variation may be of great importance
in the struggle for survival.
How variation plays a part in the evo-
lution of a species.
1
1
1
1
147. The first forms of life were alto-
gether independent, but evolution has
resulted in the general interdependence
of organisms.
Applications
.
.’/hat the relationship is between plants
and animals. x
148. Most of the species of modern ani-
mals are of relatively recent origin,
having evolved from others in the past
and probably continuing to evolve into
other species of animals.
Applications .
Why man is not descended from monkeys. x
Why mammals v/ere not of great impor^--
tance during the time of the great
dinosaurs
•
1
1
149.
In the second and later generations
of a hybrid, every possible combination
of the parent character occurs and e&ch
combination appears in a definite propor-
tion of the individuals.
Applications .
What Mendel 1 s Lav/s of heredity are. x
What is meant by "skipping of a gener-
ation". x
1
1
150.
Every individual organism is com-
posed of distinct hereditary characters
(genes). In a hybrid, the different
parental genes are combined. When the
sex genes separate again, remaining
quite unchanged and pure, each sex cell
containing only one of the two genes of
one pair.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 2 Total
•^{•Applications
.
151. The individuals of the first genera-
tion of hybrids, the F generation, are uni-
form in appearance in alternative inheri-
tance... only one of the two parental
characters, the stronger of the dominant
one, is shown. In intermediate inheri-
tance, a mixture of the parental character-
istics is shown*
-»"»
-Appi ications •
152. Since the gene3 of the two parents
combine at random in the germ cells, and
since the germ cells meet at random in
fertilization, the individuals of any
generation occur in certain predictable
ratios*
-••-^Applications *
153. In a cross of the F2 generation of
hybrids, the genes, which determine the
characters, are segregated in the gametes
/// so that a certain percent of the off-
spring possess the dominant character
alone, a certain percent the recessive
character alone, while a certain percent-
age again hybrid in nature.
iH^pnlications *
154. In polyhybrid crossings, (Fg indivi-
duals with two or more pairs of hereditary
characters), all possible combinations of
the parental characters are shown in
characteristic ratios.
-"--Applications •
155.
Hew types of organisms, different
enough to be regarded as new species, may
spring fully formed from a cross.
^{•Applications
.
-^{Applications assigned to principle number 160 are also
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 150 through
159.
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TABLE I ( Continued.) -
Principles and -applications156.
The sex chromosomes may carry the
genes for a number of characters other
than sex. Buch characters are sex-linked.
^Applications •
Total
157. Genes that lie in the same chromo-
some tend to remain together in reduction
so that the characters which they deter-
mine are linked in inheritance.
.
»"»~Ap ol ic at ions .
158. The greater the distance two genes
lie apart in the chromosome, the more
often will they separate and cross over
v/hen a chromosome fragment and part of
it adheres to another chromosome.
plications
.
159. Inbreeding in plants and animals
results in a uniform strain.
^-Applications
.
160. Reversion occurs only v/hen dif-
ferent varieties of plants or animals
are crossed, never in genetically pure
stocks
.
•
'^Applications •
What determines heredity.
What Mendel ’ s Laws of heredity are.
What genes are.
What a hybrid is.
How one can breed v/hite guinea pigs from
black ones.
Why a purebred black mare if mated v/ith a
purebred black stallion could not yield
a white colt.
x
x
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
1
3
2
2
1
1
-»-wa.pplications assigned to principle number 160 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 150
through 159.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why brown- eyed parents can have a blue-
eyed child.
How color blindness and haemophilis are
X X 2
inherited. X 1
How a hybrid rose is obtained. X 1
Why people are what they are. X 1
How traits are inherited.
Why communicable diseases cannot be
X 1
inherited.
Why in alternation of generations each
X 1
stage resembles its parent but not its
grandparent. X 1
Why acquired characteristics are not
inherited.
What happens when a dog and a wolf are
X 1
crossed.
Why all the offspring of two pure black
X 1
cats will be black. X 1
How it can be proved that feebleminded-
ness can be inherited,
'What the chief difference is between homo-
X 1
zygous yellow and heterozygous yellow. X 1
Why you are like your mother or father.
What kind of genes for flower color a
X 1
pink four-o-clock would have.
Why the appearance of black guinea pigs
X 1
does not indicate whether it is pure
or hybrid. X 1
What dominance and recessiveness is.
Why two black coated rats can give birth
X X 2
to a white rat.
Why offspring of the same parents can dif-
X 1
fer
.
Why the offspring of some animals have a
X 1
color or shade between the colors of the
parents
.
X 1
What segregation takes place in the off-
spring of two hybrid black mice.
Why feeblemindedness is due to a single
X 1
factor and why it is recessive to
normality. X 1
What two kinds of eggs cells and two kinds
of sperm cells are produced in hybrid
black guinea pigs.
-
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TABLE I ( Continued)
L
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why there are so many varieties of cab-
bage or of cats. X 1
How fine horses have been developed.
How plant and animal breeders have sup-
X 1
plemented fossil evidence of evolu-
tion. X 1
What sex linked inheritance is.
What evidence there is that color blind-
X 1
ness is sex linked. X 1
How variations result from exchanges of
genes between chromosomes.
How it is possible to locate the rela-
X 1
tive positions of genes in the chro-
mosomes. X 1
161. All living organisms (except vi-
ruses and bacteriophages) carry on the
common life processes; reproduction,
growth, nutrition, excretion, respira-
tion and irritability.
Applications
•
Why a green plant is a living organism.
Why plants use the same kind of food
X 1
living animals do. X 1
Why a bean seed when placed in warm,
moist soil grows.
Why geranium leaves grow after stand-
X 1
ing by the window.
Why plant rootlets push their way down
X 1
among soil particles.
What characteristics plants and animals
X 1
have in common. X 1
162. The colloidal nature of the cell
material as a whole, furnishes the basis
of some of the fundamental life pro-
cesses
.
applications
.
What a living cell is. X
1
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TABLE I
•if-
( Continued.
)
Principles and Applications163.
All living things grow by intus-
susception or assimiliation, making over
the materials which are taken into the
body into the kind of' material of which
the body is composed.
-fr*»
-Applications •
i
Total
164. Growth and repair are fundamental
activities of all protoplasm.
plications •
165. Living organisms, during the growth
period, increase the mass of the cell
from within through the ingestion and
utilization of food substances, .’/hen
the cell reaches a maximum size, mito-
sis usually results.
-»->:
-Applications •
166. Growth and development in organisms
is essentially a cellular phenomenon --
a direct result of mitotic cell division
—
and it is always controlled and guided by
the axiate organization of the cell.
-fra-Apol ic a t ions .
167. When anabolism exceeds catabolism,
as it does in all young animals, growth
is inevitable.
-
^Applications •
What a growing seedling does with its
food*
Why bean seed when placed in moist
soil grows.
Why geranium leaves grow after being
placed by the window.
Why plant rootlets push their way down
among soil particles.
liow man’s growth differs from that of
an icicle.
Why wooden stems grow.
How food gets to the cells.
What the function of the villi are.
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
^-Applications assigned to principle number 167 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 163
through 166.
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TaBLE I ( Cont inued)
Principles and Applications
How a bud grows
•
What characteristics plants and animals
have in common.
What becomes of the products of carbo-
hydrate fat and protein digestion
during the process of assimilation.
Why most living things grow.
Why bone and muscle building food must
be eaten even after growth ceases.
Why a kid attains the size of its mother
Why cell division is necessary for
growth.
Why most living things are multicellular
organisms
•
1 3
x
Total
1
168. The food requirements of every living
thing are: fuels capable of yielding when
oxidized, the supply of energy without
which life cannot continue; materials for
growth and for replacement for the slight
wearing away of the living tissue in-
volved in any activity; minerals, the
necessary constituents of cell structures,
of cell products, and of the bathing fluid
of cells.
-»-»-Applications •
169. The protoplasm of a cell carries on
continuously all the general processes of
any living body; the processes concerned
in the growth and repair of upbuilding of
protoplasm (anabolism) and the processes
concerned with the breaking down of proto
plasm and elimination of wastes from the
cell (catabolism). The sum of all these
chemical and physical processes is meta-
bolism.
-^Applications •
.
f
vHsApolications assigned to principle number 178 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 168
through 177.
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TABLE I ( Continued
)
Principles and Applications 1
1
2 3 4 Total
170. The energy which makes possible the
activity of most living things comes at
first from the sun and is secured by the
organism through the oxidation of foods
within its body.
*#Appl ic at ions
.
171. Energy and matter are not created
or destroyed in the reactions associated
with t he life processes but are passed on
from organism to organism in endless
succession*
Applications*
172. Throughout the life of every organ-
ism, there is a building up and tearing
down of protoplasm with constant trans-
formations of energy.
-^-Applications •
173. Energy can be transformed into mass
and mass into energy; but the sum total,
mass plus energy, remains constant.
AppI ications.
174. All living things, except a few
anaerobes autotrophic bacteria, secure
their energy by oxidizing food.
Applications.
175. Physically, all animals are funda-
mentally mechanisms driven by the energy
liberated in the oxidation of food.
***Apol ic at ions
.
176. as long as life continues in any
organism, energy is being released.
•5
'HS\Appl ications •
177. The amount of oxygen taken into the
body of an organism and absorbed by the
cells is directly proportional to the
amount of energy released in the body.
---^•Aoplications
.
-^Applications assigned to principle number 178 are
also considered to be assigned to orinciples numbers 168
through 177*
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TABLE I ( Continued
)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
178. In cells a quantitative gradient in
metabolic rate runs from the apical to
the basal pole of the cell, and the
various formed components of the cell are
arranged in definite relation to the
gradient
•
•^applications •
What the uses of food are in the body. X X 2
How food is prepared for use in the body.
How energy is released and waste elimina-
X 1
ted by the human machine. X 1
What the needs of living things are. X 1
What a plant does with the food it makes. X 1
How diet affects health and success. X 1
What gives you energy to walk upstairs. X 1
Why we get hungry. X 1
Where living things get their energy. X 1
How living things use energy. X 1
What a growing seedling does with food.
Why muscle and bone-bullding food must
X 1
be eaten after growth ceases.
.’/hat elements are necessary for plant
X 1
life.
What raw materials are used by plants
X 1
in the manufacture of food. X 1
What the relation is of oxygen to energy.
What purposes are served by the foods
X 1
which plants store.
What specific nurnoses different classes
X 1
of food serve. X 1
What food is.
Why mineral salts are necessary to the
X 1
body.
'Why eggs of mammals contain large stores
• X 1
of food. X 1
What characteristics plants and animals
have in common.
What benefit insectivorous plants derive
X 1
from the insects they capture. X 1
r
^-Applications assigned to principle number 178 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 168
through 177*
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why most animals require a large amount
of food. X 1
What metabolism is.
Why oxidation of food takes dace more
X 1
rapidly when one is exercising.
What the process is by which protoplasm
X 1
is built and repaired.
Why a seventeen year old boy requires
X 1
more food than a man of seventy. X 1
Why the sun is the source of all energy. X 1
What the energy cycle is. X 1
What the function of insulin is. X 1
179. In organisms the end products of
metabolism, water, carbon dioxide and
nitrogenous compounds are either stored
in the cells as insoluble crystals, are
eliminated in solution by diffusions or
osmosis (excretion), are incorporated
into useful cell products (secretion)
or are recombined into food substance
within the organism.
indications.
How an insect victim of a Venus fly trap
is digested. X 1
How food gets to the cells.
How wastes from the release of energy
X 1
are removed from cells of the human
body. X X X 3
Why sweat glands pour perspiration on
the skin.
Why leaves, stems, roots, seeds and
X 1
fruits are storehouses of energy. X 1
What the functions of roots are.
How digestion is completed in the
X 1
intestines. X 1
How digested food is used in the cells.
'Why it is an advantage to have blood move
X 1
slowly through the capillaries. X 1
Why excretion is necessary.
What waste oroducts are formed when food ii 5
X 1
oxidized.
Why drinking a sufficient amount of v/ater
X 1
helps the kidneys work.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications Total
What becomes of the products of carbo-
hydrate, fat and protein digestion
during the process of assimilation. x 1
180. Oxidation (combustion) furnishes the
essential source of heat in the animal
body; and other factors remaining constant
the more heat so produced, the warmer the
animal body.
Applications
.
What the source is of body heat.
Why people living in cold climates
should eat more fat than those living
in the tropics.
Why seals, walruses and whales derive
advantage from having thick layers of
fat under their skin.
Why we sweat after running.
Why an Eskimo requires more food energy
than an African Negro.
Why the 'nutritive ratio" varies with
the climate.
i
i
x x
X
2
1
1
1
1
1
181.
Cellular respiration (aerobic de-
composition) occurs in all living cells
and all organisms possess structures by
means of which it can be carried on.
Its first step is intake of oxygen,
either directly from the air or dissolved
in water. Its final product is carbon
dioxide, and free energy is released. In
the cells it is accomplished at ordinary
temperatures by the intervention of spe-
cial enzymes.
^supplications
.
182.
All living cells require oxygen to
provide energy or to build new protoplasm.
•^-Applications.
183.
Oxygen, free in the atmosphere or
dissolved in water, supplies the respira-
tory needs of practically all living
organisms except for a few parasitic and
-^Applications a
also considered to be
through 184.
s signed to principle number 185 are
assigned to principles numbers 181
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 5 4 Total
anaerobic animals and a number of bacteria
and fungi which can extract the oxygen
needed for their energy production from
the organic substances on which thejr feed.
JwAp-pi i c at ions •
184. The oxygen of the atmosphere is
removed by animals and returned by
chlorophyll-bearing plants,
ic at ions •
185. The respiratory process of both
plants and animals involves exactly
the same gaseous exchange and accomplishes
the same function -- the release of energy,
-^-applications •
What our blood does for us. X 1
'Why we breathe.
Why fish come to the surface of an
X X 2
acquarium if there are no plants present. X 1
Why fish have gill filaments. X 1
Why a frog breathes through his skin.
What part human being play in the oxygen
X 1
cycle. X 1
What respiration is. X 1
How ventilation is related to respiration.
Hoy/ carbonaceous wastes are removed from
X 1
the body.
Where water vapor exhaled into the air
X 1
comes from. X 1
Why fish open their mouth occasionally.
'What the two functions of respiration
X 1
are • X 1
Why lungs have enormous surface areas.
How gaseous exchanges in amoeba resembles
X 1
respiration in man.
How photosynthesis differs from animal
X 1
respiration.
Hov/ the basal metabolism of man is
X 1
determined.
L
X 1
JH:-Applications assigned to principle number 185 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 181
through 184,
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TABLE I ( Continued)
)
Principles and Applications 1 2
' 1
3 4 Total
How respiration is carried on by insects.
What the circulatory system furnishes
X 1
after exercise. X 1
Why we tire at high altitudes more easily
than at low altitudes. X 1
Why seed cannot grow without a suoply
of oxygen.
Why earthworms must leave their burrows
X 1
after a heavy rain.
Why one changes one’s breathing habits
X 1
in going from sea level to high alti-
tudes. X 1
Why a layer of oil on water kills mos-
quito larvae.
Why some species of frogs can stay under
X 1
water a long time. X 1
Why plants purify the air. X 1
186. Digestion accomplishes two things —
it makes food soluble in water, thus en-
abling the nutrients to pass through mem-
branes and thereby reach and enter the
cells; it reduces complex nutrients
(fats, proteins, and carbohydrates) to a
simple building material which in turn can
be rebuilt into whatever living material
or structural feature is necessary at the
olace of use.
iv-onlications •
How food is orepared for use in the body. X 1
What the purpose of digestion is. X X X 3
What a plant does with the food it makes.
Why we digest our food while we are
X X 2
sleeping. X 1
How food is absorbed.
What the stomach, uancreas and intestine
X 1
do • X X X 3
How an insect victim of a Venus fly
trap is digested.
How proteins are digested in the human
X 1
body.
Why insoluble food must be changed into
X 1
a soluble form.
How the human body digests the three
X 1
kinds of foods. X 1
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TABLE I ( Continued.)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
What the relationship is of absorption
to digestion. X 1
What physical and chemical changes food
must undergo before the body can use it.
What happens to food as it passes through
X 1
man's digestive system. X 1
Why digestion is a break-down process. X 1
137. Digestion is plants and animals is
carried on by enzymes, or organic cata-
lysts v/hich are made by the organisms
themselves and v/hich take part in and
speed up the chemical reactions but do
not undergo any permanent chemical change
themselves
.
applications
•
What the stomach, pancreas and intestine
do. X X 2
Why we need digestive juices. X 1
How growing seedlings digest their food.
How an insect victim of a Venus fly
X 1
trap is digested.
What the function of the gastric enzymes
X 1
are • X X 2
What is meant by a "catalyst". X 1
How stomach glands function.
What the substance is which causes di-
X 1
gestion of food without being changed. X 1
How saliva changes starch. X 1
What the function of saliva is. X 1
188. An animal cannot live without pro-
teins. They are necessary in cell growth
and maintenance; so, are necessities in
the diets of animals. Plants are able to
use carbohydrates and nitrates to build
up the proteins necessary for growth and
maintenance of their cells.
•applications •
How a proper diet affects health and
success
.
X 1
How the body digests the three kinds of
food. X 1
What kinds of food we should eat. X 1
What substances are required in nutrition. X 1
What part protein plays in nutrition. X X a
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 5 4 Total
How carbohydrates can be changed to
proteins
.
What the sources of nitrogenous wastes
X 1
are
.
X 1
Why beans and eggs are often substituted
in a meal. X 1
189. Starches, fats and xoroteins are pro-
duced by plants and it is upon these that
all animals depend orimarily for food.
Applications
•
Where living things obtain their needs. X 1
How insects and plants help each other.
What products are formed by photo syn-
X 1
thesis
.
X X 2
Why man is dependent for food upon grass.
How plants build starches, fats and
X 1
proteins
•
Why all animals would die if all plants
X 1
v/ere to die.
What purposes are served by the food
X 1
plants store. X 1
Where growth material comes from.
What the essentials of an adequate food
X 1
supply are.
How a proper diet affects health and
X 1
success
.
X 1
What substances are required in nutri-
tion. X 1
What the classes of foods are. X X 2
What the types of energy foods are. X 1
190. An organism must have certain
materials for its life processes and each
organism must secure the required materials
that it cannot build for itself.
applications
What the essentials of an adequate food
supply are.
How a proper diet concerns our health
X 1
and success. X 1
Why v/e get hungry. X 1
Why sea gulls follow a fishing boat. X 1
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Table I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
What substances are required in nutrition.
Why some foods are irradiated with ultra-
X 1
violet light. X 1
191. AH plants and a few animals are able
to recombine nitrogenous by-oroducts of
respiration into proteins by resynthesizing
them anew with carbohydrate molecules.
Applications
•
How the human body digests the three kinds
of food.
Why if an excess of carbohydrate food is
X 1
eaten which is more than the amount
needed by the body, the excess is
stored as protein. X 1
How starch is changed into proteins by
plants
.
X 1
What elements enter into the composition
of proteins. X 1
192. Circulation is carried on in all
living organisms. With increase in size
and complexity of the body of an organism.
there goes a corresponding elaboration of
the transportation (circulatory) system.
applications,
Why good posture is important p X 1
What the function of the blood is. X 1
When a cold shower follows a hot bath.
How a mammalian embryo is provided v/ith
X 1
food.
Hoy; raw materials get to the leaf in
X 1
pho t o synthe sis. X 1
How water gets to the leaves.
How food and water get from one part of
X 1
the plant to another.
How living things circulate the chemical
X X 2
elements they need in order to live. X 1
How food gets to the cells. X 1
How oxygen is distributed to the cells.
Hov; carbon dioxide is removed from the
X 1
cells
.
How nitrogenous and carbonaceous v;astes
X 1
are removed from the body.
_
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TABLE I ( Continued
)
Principles and applications 1 2 3 4 Total
What the function of the veins of the
leaves is. X 1
What the most important function of
stems are. X 1
What the functions of a circulatory
system are. X 1
Why man has a lymphatic system.
Why higher animals have a more complex
X 1
circulatory system. X 1
195. The multitude of interrelated neurons
of the nervous system of higher animals
form a complex system through which every
organ of the body is in connection with
every other organ.
applications.
Why we behave like human beings. X 1
How the heart works.
Why animals are more sensitive to
X 1
stimuli than plants. X 1
How we learn. X 1
Why a person can walk in his sleep.
Why a nerve impulse causes a muscle to
X 1
contract
.
X X 2
Why an organism without nerves is limi-
ted in the control of its behavior.
How specialized nerve tissues aid in
X 1
controlling behavior. X 1
What the cerebrum does. X 1
What a reflex arc is.
What the structure and the function of
X 1
the human nervous system is. X 1
How stimuli are carried to the brain.
How cooperation between cells is pro-
X 1
vided for. X 1
194. The intelligence shown by a phylum of
animals usually bears a direct relation to
the stage of development of the special sense
organs and to the proportionate size of the
brain.
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TABLE I (Continued)
T
Principles and Applications 3 4 Total
Applications .
What the relation is of gray matter to
intelligence
.
How we learn.
Why the behavior of paramecium does not
indicate intelligence.
Why the chorda te brain is larger than
the non-chordate brain.
Why the moth does not act intelligently.
Why a starfish when turned on its back
and allowed to turn over does not
learn anything.
What the advantage of brain convolutions
and folds is.
Why man is able to do complex thinking.
Why man is superior to other animals.
V^hy the speed of response is related to
man's safety in modern civilization.
How man's general social organization
differs from that of other social
animals
•
x
x
x
x
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
195. All animals can modify to some extent
their inherent modes of reaction.
Applications
.
How the behavior of different kinds of
animals is alike.
Why learning is related to experience.
How animals lower in the scale of life
than man can change their action.
Why even a one-celled animal may learn
from experience.
196. Much of the behavior of living
animals depends on their nervous organiza-
tion, and they exhibit a great variety of
behavior because the nervous organization
varies in complexity.
Applications
.
Why the actions of carnivorous plants
are practically automatic.
Why the behavior of different kinds of
animals are different.
Whs t behavior is.
Why the dog has the instinctive urge to
bury a bone.
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% TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications Total
Why an ant crawls away from a fire.
What the factors of learning are.
What animal behaviors are related to
reproduction.
What the behavior of some animals is to
caring of their offspring.
Why man is more widely distributed than
other animals.
Why amoebas behave as they do.
Why monkeys behave as they do.
x
x
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
197. Inherent reactions in animals are
unlearned, independent of intelligence
and more or less inflexible in their
operation. Under natural conditions
they are usually beneficial to the indi-
vidual or the race.
Applications .
What the function of the medulla is.
What the function of the cerebellum is.
Why a human being can behave intelligent-
ly without thinking.
Why a person has voluntary and involun-
tary actions.
Why most of the vital processes is
involuntary
.
Hov; the heart action is controlled.
Why breathing is an involuntary action.
Why man scratches a mosquito bite.
Why a beaver builds dams.
How a wasp makes its nest.
Why the ichneumon fly drills holes into
hard maple wood.
Why one pulls one's hand away from a
flame even before the pain is felt.
Why unlearned responses differ in degree
rather than in kind.
x
Why a baby beaver might try to build a
dam across the living room floor if it
were a pet.
Why unlearned responses are not gained
through experiences.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
198. At every stage of development the
individual is an integrated organism;
all of its cells, tissues and organs are
correlated and act together as a unit.
Applications .
Why learning is an organised and not a
chance affair.
Why hydra contracts its v/hole body
when one tentacle is touched.
How cooperation between cells is pro-
vided for.
x
x
:c
Total
1
1
1
199. All living things respond to stimuli
in their environment.
Applications .
How living things adjust to their envi-
ronment •
Why potted plants next to a window
should be turned about every few days.
What happens when an aquarium is moved
away from the window.
Why vegetable rows in the garden should
planted from north to south and not
east to west.
Why before transplantation the leaves
of a shrub or tree are closely trimmed.
Why tropical ferns are much taller than
ferns in the temperate zone.
Why the behavior of different animals
are alike.
Why a tree sheds its leaves.
How a flowering plant knows when to send
forth blossoms.
Why tree trunks grow towards the sun.
V/hat the stimulus -response theory of
behavior is.
How organisms with nervous systems
react to stimuli.
Why an ant crawls away from the vicinity
of a fire.
Why a leaf moves in response to light.
How the stems of a plant may change
their direction of growth.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
X
X
X
X
2
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1
1
1
1
1
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1
1
1
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1
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and .applications 1 2 3 4 Total
200. Er*om the simple to the complex organ-
isms there is an increasingly elaborate
coordination of receptivity of stimuli and
response to stimuli.
Applications
.
Why animals are more sensitive than
plants
•
Why people differ in response from
X X 2
plants X 1
Why people differ in response from low
animal s
•
X 1
How the sundew plant captures insects,
'Why a bat is able to avoid obstacles
X 1
when it is flying in the dark.
Why specialized nerve tissue helps man
X 1
in controlling his behavior.
How the pitcher plant and Venus fly
X X 2
trap capture insects. X 1
Why the more simple the nerve system the
more simple are an organism's reactions.
Why the chordate brain is larger than the
X 1
non-chordate brain. X 1
Why the trout has a less complex brain
than an ant.
Why horses are capable of learning more
X 1
tricks than fleas. X 1
Why a fish acquires a habit less quickly
than a crayfish. X 1
What sense organs man possesses which are
not found in sponges and protozos.
Why the response of paramecium is more
X 1
complex than those of amoeba. X 1
Why euglena responds to light. X 1
201. The nature of the response made by
the cell to a stimulus is determined by
the nature of the responding protoplasm,
as well as by the kind of stimulus.
Applications
•
Why unlearned responses differ in degree
rather than in kind. X 1
Why animals are more sensitive than plants. X 1
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and applications 1 2 3 4 Total
202. The power of contraction, which
results in movement, is possessed by all
protoplasm to a greater or lesser degree.
Applications
.
How the heart beats. X 1
Why we take a cold shower after a hot
bath. X 1
Hov/ cells move about. X 1
How the sundew plant catches insects. X 1
How movement is produced. X 1
How the earthworm moves.
How food is forced along the alimentary
X 1
canal. X 1
What the simplest types of responses are.
Why movement is characteristic of plant
X 1
and animal protoplasm. X 1
203. a characteristic of living organisms
is the power of independent motion, either
of protoplasm within the cell or of the
body as a whole.
applications
•
Why the behavior of different animals
are alike.
How paramecium moves about using its
X 1
cilia. X X 2
204. The difference in motion and loca-
tion between animals and plants is one
of degree.
applications
How the behavior of a plant differs
from the behavior of an animal. X 1
205. Many of the rhythmic changes of
the protoplasm, such as ciliary action,
heartbeat and rhythmic processes in
cell division, are based upon reversible
changes in the colloidal state.
•applications •
How food is forced through the alimentary
c anal
•
X 1
How the blood circulates. X 1
Why the pulse and peristalsis are similar. X 1
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I TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
206. Most living things differ from non-
living things by being able to perform
the control functions of irritability
and spontaneous movement.
Applications
.
How living things differ from non- - —
living things. X 1
207. Enzymes, vitamins and hormones
are chemical regulators (stimulators
and suppressors; of the reactions that
occur in living organisms.
Applications •
What the endocrine glands are and what
t iey do for the body. X 1
What vitamins are. X 1
Why we have glands.
Why goiter occurs in regions away from
X 1
the ocean.
Why people in an emergency have unusual
X 1
strength. X 1
What enzymes do for plants and animals.
What substances are required in nutri-
X X 2
tion.
How the body is controlled by chemical
X 1
action. X 1
What the action of insulin is. X X 2
What the action of thyroxin is. X 1
What the action of adrenalin is. X 1
What the action of pituitary gland is.
What changes take place during ado-
X 1
lescence
.
what the general characteristics of
X 1
hormonal action is. X 1
Why we must have vitamins.
Why some foods are irradiated v/ith ultra-
X 1
violet light. X 1
Why hormones are important to plant
growth.
Why we can run faster when v/e are afraid
X 1
than at other times. X X 2
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* Table I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why physicians give basal metabolism '
tests.
Why glands can cause extreme tallness
X 1
or shortness. X 1
Why lack of thyroid can cause marked
characteristics
.
X 1
208. The secretions of the endocrine
glands are absorbed directly into the
blood stream from the gland tissue
that produces them and are absorbed
from the blood by the tissues of the
organs whose activities are regulated
by these substances.
Applications
.
How insulin gets into the blood stream.
How adrenal gland hormone is secreted
X 1
into the blood stream. X 1
How secretions reach various parts of
the body. X 1
Why all glands have a rich blood supply. X 1
209. Al i cells produce certain chemical
compounds, secretions which may be used
in the processes going on within the
cell, in cavities adjoining the cells,
or at considerable distances from the
cells where they were produced.
Applications.
Why some people are allergic,
why lettuce or cabbage leaves turn
X 1
white after being headed. X 1
What precious coral composed of.
How glands function in plants and
X. 1
animals
•
X 1
210. Water is essential to all living
things because protoplasmic activity is
dependent upon an adequate water supply.
Applications
'What the needs of living things are. X 1
How water affects life.
What plants do with v/ater after they
X 1
get it.
What the value of roots are aside from
X 1
anchorage to the soil. X 1
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I TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why plants must have water. X 1
Hoy/ water affects the abundance of life.
Why lobsters and crabs must be shipped
X 1
across the country packed in wet sea
weed or straw. X 1
What purposes are served by water in
the body.
Why a living cell must be bathed in
X 1
water or other fluid to survive. X 1
How excretion is carried on in typical
plants and animals.
What environmental factor is present in
X 1
tropical and not in desert regions. X 1
What the chief compound found in pro-
toplasm is.
Why water is necessary in the reproduc-
X 1
tion of ferns.
What connection there is between water.
X 1
soil and forest conservation. X 1
211. ah chemical processes that belong
to life itself are processes that occur in
solution.
applications
•
'What chemical changes there are in the
manufacture of food. X 1
How insoluble foods are made soluble.
What the relation of water is to the
X 1
diet. X 1
212. The fundamental life processes are
the same in all organisms, but each
species has other chemical processes
peculiar to itself.
applications
.
Why some animals undergo metamorphosis.
The difference between metamorphosis
X 1
of a frog and that of a butterfly. X 1
213. All cells contain autolytic en-
zymes that at death are capable of pro-
ducing digestive changes which result in
the final disintegration of the body*
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 5 4 Total
Applications
.
What bacteria do to food.
Why cabbage or lettuce leaves turn
X 1
white when “headed"
.
X 1
214. Most cases of fermentation,
souring and putrefaction are brought
about by living micro-organisms.
Applications
•
How we keep food from spoiling.
What bacteria, molds and yeasts do to
X 1
food. X 1
What makes teeth decay.
Why we should clean our teeth night
X X 2
and morning.
Why v/e should not drink fluids
X 1
through a mouth of decayed teeth. X 1
How bacteria are harmful to man. X 1
How humus is formed.
Why rapid transportation facilities
X 1
are important in relation to the diet. X 1
215. All communicable diseases are caused
by micro-organisms.
Applications
What infectious diseases are and how
they are caused. X 1
Why there are quarantine regulations.
Why all but the highest grades of milk
X 1
should be pasteurized.
Why inspectors examine food in the
X 1
market
•
X 1
Why it is dangerous to buy food in a
congested market.
What the kinds of diseases are which
X 1
are caused by micro-organisms.
Why the house fly is a constant danger
X 1
to human health. X 1
What communicable diseases are.
Why fruits should be protected from
X 1
street dust. X 1
How communicable diseases are spread
through food. X X 2
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and applications 1
r
2 3 4 Total
Why all diseases that are ’‘catching"
are caused by Micro-organisms
.
dry it is unwise for boys to drink
X 1
from a stream close to a farm
building. X 1
how micro-organisms harm our tissues
and processes. X 1
216, Infection by micro-organisms is
possible only under the following con-
ditions: 1. The infectin ; organisms
must enter the host in sufficient
•
numbers; 2. It must enter by an
appropriate avenue; 5, It must be viru-
lent; and 4. The host must be receptive.
Applications.
Why swimming is risky if infantile
paralysis is around.
What the significance of Koch’s Pos-
X
S'
1
tulates is.
How mucus helps defend the body versus
X 1
germs
.
Why a minor cut or scratch should be
X 1
cared for. X 1
Why man has hairs in his nose.
Why crowded unventilatod rooms should
X 1
be avoided as much as possible. X 1
217. Baprophytic organisms ere res-
ponsible for decay by which process the
necessary raw materials for growth of
new organisms are released from dead
matter.
acolic ,tions.
Why food spoils. X 1
What lakes teeth decay.
Why v/c should clean our teeth in the
X 1
morning and at night.
How a parasite differs from a sap.ro-
X 1
phyto. X X 2
How fungi secure their food supply.
Iiow toadstools md mushrooms get their
X 1
food. X 1
-hat a saprophyte is.
——
X 1
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
218. The continuance of higher forms of
life in anything than the present kinds
and numbers would be impossible without
bacteria and molds. They break down
the complex carbohydrate and protein
substances of dead plants and animals
into simpler substances which may then
be used again by living plants.
applications •
What yeasts do. X 1
Why decay is necessary in this world.
What bacteria do with the chemical
X X 2
energy they obtain.
Why most kinds of germs are not
X 1
harmful
.
X 1
'What characteristics are possessed by
yeasts, bacteria and molds.
How digestion is carried on by bacteria
X 1
and fungi. X 1
219. Certain one-celled organisms escape
adverse conditions by forming highly
resistant spores which often survive until
conditions are again favorable.
applications
.
Why some species form spores.
What advantage spirogyra gains by
X 1
forming spores.
Why it is fortunate that most disease-
X 1
causing bacteria do not produce
resting spores. X 1
220. P'or each disease caused by an
organism, a specific microbe exists.
Applications
.
Why manure should be protected from flies. X 1
221. Viruses require living cells for their
growth and they multiply only v/ithin living
cells
.
Applications.
'Why we should drink no fluid through a
mouth of diseased teeth.
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TABLE I ( Cpnt inued )
Principles and Applications
What the difference is between viruses
and bacteria.
'What the disease-causing micro-organisms
Total
are
.
x 2
222. Every influence exercised by micro-
organisms upon man and his environment,
whether beneficial or detrimental, is
the result of a chemical change in the
substances from which they secure their
nutrition or of a chemical product
synthesized from them.
•applications «
How vaccine can prevent Rocky Mountain
spotted fever.
Iiow micro-organisms may cause harm to
to our tissues or to the processes of
the body.
x
x
1
1
223.
a parasitic organism harms its host
in various ways and to various degrees by
actively attacking the tissues, by shed-
ding poisons (toxins) which are distribu-
ted throughout the body of the host, by
competing with the host for food or even
by making reproduction of the host im-
possible.
-^-Applications
.
224. A characteristic of many parasites
is that they have alternate hosts.
dp1 i c a t ions .
225. True parasites secure their nourish-
ment from the host plant or animal with-
out exerting an injurious effect; patho-
gens damage the host by invading the
tissues, multiplying thus and producing
infection.
-:Hf^pPiications .
-^applications assigned to principle number 227 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 223
through 226.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and applications 1 2 3 4 Total
226. The parasite-host relationship is
usually specific and requires not only
marked adaptation of the parasite but
often, also, an adjustment on the part
of the host.
-.hs-a-doIications.
227. It is indispensable to successful
parasitic existence that the symbiotic
relationship be so adjusted that means
are provided for the escape of the
parasites or their offspring in order
that new generations in new hosts may
obtain.
^Applications •
Hoy/ parasites affect mankind.
How a saprophyte differs from a
X 1
parasite. X 1
Why parasites cause disease.
Why meat is potentially dangerous in
X X X 3
uncooked condition. X 1
What the enemies of trees are.
Why parasites have more usable food
X 1
than saprophytes. X 1
Why the hydra is not a parasite.
Why it is dangerous to drink water
X 1
from any stream running through a
sheep pasture. X 1
why the leech is not a true parasite. X 1
Why intestinal bacteria are parasites.
Hoy/ parasitic flatworms secure their
X 1
digested food. X 1
What a parasite is. X 1
228. Certain associations of plants and
animals are the result of a struggle for
survival; for example, community or social
life, parasitism and symbiosis.
•'Applications
.
•»Apolications assigned to principle number 227 are
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers 223
through 226.
‘'Applications assigned to principle number 229 are
also considered to be assigned to principle number 228.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
229. All gradations of association occur
in intimate association between organisms
from those which are mutually beneficial
to the individuals concerned (symbiosis)
to those in which one member secures all
the advantage at the expense of the other
( par asitism)
.
-^Applications .
How insects and plants help each other.
What symbiosis is and what its results
x
Total
are
.
Why some animals live together.
Why snails are placed in an aquarium.
Plow ants and aphids help each other.
How honey and honeycomb are made.
Plow man leads a communal life.
Why human beings do not ordinarily
lead a solitary existence.
Why insects are always found with
green plants.
How the fig is pollinated.
How the habit of symbiosis aids certain
plants and animals to survive.
What the relationship between lichens
and fungi is.
Why certain species of sponges grow
only on the legs and back of certain
crabs
.
x
x
230. All the higher forms of terrestrial
life are dependent, either directly or
indirectly on the soil bacteria for their
nitrogen supply.
Applications
.
How certain bacteria manufacture food.
Why legumes make the soil fertile.
Why soil bacteria are important.
What value are the special growths on
their roots of clover or alfalfa.
What is meant by "nitrogen cycle".
also
-^Applications assigned to
considered to be assigned
principle number 22v) are
to principle number 228.
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TABLE I (C ontinued )
Principles and Applications
231. There is a cycle, from inorganic
substances in the air and soil to plant
tissue, thence to animal tissue, from
either of the last two stages via excre-
tion or death and decay back to the air
and soil. The energy for this ever-
lasting rotation of life is furnished
by the radiant energy of the sun.
Applications
.
What is meant by the life cycle.
How bacteria keep the balance of life
on the earth.
How the carbon cycle influences your
life.
Total
1
1
3
232. Decomposition of the carbon com-
pounds of organisms provides a replenish
ment of carbon in the atmosphere in the
form of carbon dioxide. Thus, carbon is
continually subjected to a series of
cyclic changes from living to non-living
substances
.
Applications
.
Where a green plant gets its raw
materials
•
Why the carbon in coal was once part
of the air. x
1
1
233. Throughout the organic world, there
is a cyclic relation between death and
the continuance of organic life.
Applications
.
How bacteria keep the balance of life
on the earth. 1
234. Anaerobic decomposition (fermenta-
tion) is accomplished at ordinary tem-
peratures by the intervention of special
enzymes. Dissimilation occurs in the
absence of oxygen— its final products are
carbon dioxide and alcohol and free energy
is released.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
r
Principles and Applications Total
Applications .
Why foods spoil.
How yeasts are useful to man.
What products are formed when bread
rises
.
How sewage is treated at disposal
plants
.
How some bacteria manufacture food.
What bacteria do with the chemical
energy they obtain.
x
x
x
x
x
1
1
1
1
1
1
235. The antitoxins produced by the body
of an organism are specific.
Applications .
How one may be protected against small-
pox.
How antibodies do their work.
How the hog is protected against the
hog cholera.
How the body wards off diseases caused
by germs
•
What our resources are for combating
disease
.
236. Only the topsoil, with its rich
organic matter, its porous structure
and its living organisms, can hold the
water and provide the minerals necessary
to the life of a plant.
Applications .
How humus is formed.
Where a green plant gets its raw food
materials •
Why the "dust bowl" came into existence.
Why erosion makes the land less fertile.
Why soil bacteria are most numerous in
soil with the most humus.
Why the top few inches of soil are so
important
•
x
x
x
x
Why the soil provides what living things
need.
Why soils are capable of holding much
water
.
x
x
X
X
X
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications
Why soil with humus resists erosion
more than soil without humus.
Why the nature of the soil determines
the nature of the plant, and vice versa .
What the ordinary soil is composed of.
Why soil is composed of more than one kind
of particle.
What connection exists between water, soil
and forest conservation.
total
x
x
x
1
1
1
1
237. Parent material for the development
of soils is formed through the physical
disintegration and chemical decomposition
of rock particles and organic matter.
Applications .
How humus is formed. x
Where a green plant gets its raw food
materials
•
Why the "dust bowl" came into exist-
ence •
Why erosion makes the land less fertile.
Why soil bacteria are most numerous in
soil with the most humus.
Why the top few inches of soil are so
important
Why the soil provides what living things
need.
Why soils are capable of holding much
water
.
Why soil with humus resists erosion more
than soil without humus.
Why the nature of the soil determines
the nature of the plant and vice versa.
What the ordinary soil is compos'ed oF.
Why soil is composed of more than one
kind of particle.
What connection exists between water,
soil and forest conservation.
How some prehistoric life aided in soil
formation.
x
x
x
x
x
x
What living things have to do with
building the soil.
x
x
x
x
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
What the sources of soil are*
Why it is good practice to permit leaves
X 1
and other plants to remain in the
ground until they decay* X 1
Plow plants add to the soil* X 1
238. All plant and animal life along with
the climate and varying weather, play an
active part in helping to form and to
change the soil*
Applications
.
Plow humus is formed.
Why soil bacteria are most numerous in
X 1
soil with the most humus* X X 2
Why the nature of the soil determines
the nature of the plant and vice versa.
How some prehistoric life aided in soil
X 1
formation. X 1
What living things have to do with
building the soil.
Why it is good practice to permit leaves
X 1
and other plants to remain in the
ground until they decay. X 1
How plants add to the soil. X 1
239. Plants and animals are directly or
indirectly dependent on the soil.
Applications
Where a green plant gets its raw food
materials • t 1
Why the top few inches of soil are so
important
.
Why the soil provides what living things
X 1
need.
Why the nature of the soil determines the
X 1
nature of the plant and vice versa. X 1
240. The present is the key to the past;
the succession of fossils in the rocks show
a progressive series from simple to complex.
^'Applications •
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications Total
241* Fossils, dated by the rocks in which
they are found, reveal portions of the
actual story of life’s past changes by a
progression of forms from simple to com-
plex*
-^-Applications •
242. The most primitive and simplest
forms of life exist in the oldest rocks,
and organisms found in younger and younger
rocks represent higher and higher forms.
•“'Applications .
243. Organisms, whose fossils are found
in any quantity, must have lived and died
in the period when the strata in which
their remains are found were laid down.
-^
-Applications •
244. Each formation of sedimentary rock
has its peculiar assemblage of fossils,
and there is a definite relation between
the fossils found in rocks and the posi-
tion of these rocks in the geologic
time-table
.
-
^Applications
.
245. Fossilization is the fate of very
few animals and plants. The great major-
ity of dead things simply decay and
disappear; and, then, material is returned
to the general circulation of nature to
be built up into the bodies of nev/ organ-
isms •
tt-frAppli cations .
246. The older layers of rocks contain
forms which are extremely unlike the now
living animals and plants, while the more
recent layers contain types more similar
to our contemporary ones.
-^
-Applications
.
-^-Applications assigned to
also considered to be assigned
through 247.
principle number 248
to principles numbers
are
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications Total
247. The fact of primary importance in
the history of life displayed by the geo-
logical periods is the orderly succession
of living forms.
-^•Applications •
248.. In fossilization it is usually the
hard parts of organisms that are preserved,
x-xAppiications •
How the age of the earth is estimated.
What evidence we have for organic evo-
lution.
How long life has existed on the earth.
What the fossils tell us.
How was evidence of previous life pre-
served.
How fossils were formed.
What method is used by scientists to
classify prehistoric extinct animals.
How anthropology has contributed to our
knowledge of the development of man.
Where fossils are found.
How the age of fossils is estimated.
Why geological evidence seems to indi-
cate gradual changes in the past.
Why it is believed that homo sapiens is
the only species of man that has ever
occupied the American Continent.
Why it is believed that camels origina-
ted in North Africa.
How do we know that the earth's surface
has changed.
Why the deeper a fossil is buried, the
more ancient it is.
How we know that mastodons lived during
the time of Piltdown man.
x
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
249. When a large thickness of rocks shows
every evidence of having been laid down
steadily and continuously, year after year,
it may well change its character. If it
changes its character, the character of the
animals and plants which live on and in it
will change too.
-^Applications assigned to principle number 248
also considered to be assigned to principles numbers
are
240
through 247.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
Applications .
Hov/ we know' the earth has changed its
surface
•
f
1 2 3 4
x
Total
250. There are no elements in living
matter which are not found in its life-
less environment; the energy by which
life is operated is the same energy
by which the simplest physical and
chemical transformations are brought
about
•
Applications .
How living and non-living things
resemble and differ from each other. x 1
251. The phenomena of life involve
chemical change so that wherever life
processes are being carried on, chemical
changes are taking place. However, chem-
ical change may proceed without involving
life.
Applications .
What a living cell is
•
x 1
252. The fundamental life processes are
the same in all organisms, but each spe-
cies has other chemical processes pecu-
liar to itself.
Applications .
Why some people have allergies.
What precious coral is.
Hot/ an animal's water needs differ from
a plant's water needs.
Why silica is common to all members of
the grass family.
Why inulin is common to all members of
the sunflower family.
x
x
1
1
1
1
1
253. Life, as we know it, is dependent
upon complex chemical compounds of carbon,
nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen and other ele-
ments .
-aa
-Appli cat ions •
^-Applications assigned to principle number 254 are
also considered to be assigned to principle number 253.
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TABLE I ( Continued)
Principles and Applications
254. Carbon and nitrogen are the basic
elements in the protoplasmic compounds.
-o-s
-Applications •
What elements are necessary for plant
life •
How plants build starches, fats and
proteins
.
What the four most common elements in
protoplasm are.
Total
1
1
1
255. Energy changes accompany all
chemical changes in living organisms and
every chemical change has its physical
concomitants
•
Applications .
What the chemical changes are in the
manufacture of plant food. 1
256. The physical and chemical proper-
ties of plant and animal protoplasm are
similar
.
Applications
.
What characteristics plants and ani-
mals have in common. x 1
257. There are no living chemical com-
pounds; life is a property of the coor-
dinated association of the different
organic and inorganic substances which
make up protoplasm.
Applications
.
How living things differ from non-
living things.
What a living cell is.
x x
x
2
1
258. Osmosis, the diffusion of mole-
cules of a solvent (usually water) through
a semi-permeable membrane (a layer of
cells or the membrane of a single cell)
from the point of higher concentration of
the solvent to a point of lower concentra-
tion, with a stoppage of the flow of mole-
cules of the solute, is a basic process in
plant and animal physiology.
'"'“'Applications assigned to principle number 254 are
also considered to be assigned to principle number 253.
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TABLE I (Continued)
Principles and Applications
-
-^Applications •
259. Diffusion, the spread of fluid v/ith
their dissolved substances, throughout
the protoplasm of a cell or the tissues of
an organism, is an important method of
conveying oxygen from the surface of the
cell to the interior, or digested foods
from the place of digestion to the proto-
plasm that will use them, or substances
which stimulate any activity to the organ
that responds to them, or the waste mater-
//ials from the place where they are
formed to the place where they are stored
or excreted.
-^-^
-Applications
.
260. Turgor in cells is maintained in
cells by osmotic pressure; cell membranes
are semi-permeable with respect to water
and the substances dissolved in it, and
the concentration of salts is higher
within the cell than outside; the en-
trance of water into the cell is accom-
plished mainly by osmosis.
*-»
-Appli cat ions •
What the difference between osmosis and
diffusion is.
How food is absorbed.
What osmosis is.
How plants take in water.
How root hairs absorb water and soil
salts
.
What causes water to rise in a stem.
V/hy prunes should be cooked without
sugar.
Plow moisture passes from cell to cell.
Plow digested food enters the blood.
How blood passes through capillary walls.
Why the blood does not^nourish the cell
directly.
Total
x
1
1
3
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
-^-Applications
also considered to
and 259.
ass igned to principle number ~mr
be assigned to principles numbers
are
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TABLE I ( Concluded)
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
Why some substances diffuse through ani-
mal and plant membranes. X 1
Why dried prunes swell when soaked in
water. X 1
Why cucumbers and some other vegetables
shrink when placed in salt wfater. X 1
Why alcohol is absorbed so rapidly. X 1
How villi of the small intestine function. X 1
Findings TABLE I . A total of 1,397 assignments of
applications was defensibly made to 260 principles. The
number of assignments of applications to any one principle
varied from one to fifty-six. One hundred ninety-one prin-
ciples resembled one or more other principles closely
enough to permit in several instances the defensible assign-
ment of an entire group of applications to more than one
principle. Seventy-three applications were duplicated in
only two of the four books; thirteen applications were
duplicated in only three of the books and only three
applications were duplicated in all four books.
Thirty applications found in the four high school
textbooks of biology analyzed were deemed by the investigator
to represent only principles of physical science and were
therefore assigned by him to such principles. These
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assignments were made in accordance with the same criteria
used in making the assignments of applications to biologi-
cal principles, except for minor modifications necessary
to permit assignments to he made to principles of physical
science •
The validation of the assignments of applications to
.principles of physical science for a course in general
biology for the senior high school was done by the same
three validators previously employed who also used the
same criteria for making their judgments, except for
the aforementioned modifications.
Table II, which follows, shov/s the applications
found in four high school textbooks of biology assigned
to principles of physical science in Wise’s list of 272
principles
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table ii
APPLICATIONS FOUND IN FOUR HIGH SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS OF
BIOLOGY ASSIGNED TO PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE
IN WISE'S LIST OF TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY-TWO PRINCIPLES
Principles and Applications
W-
1 2
1
3 ! 4 Total
1. Sound is produced by vibrating matter
and is transmitted by matter.
Application.
*Why we hear. x
2. Every pure sample of any pure substance,
whether simple or compound, under the same
conditions will show the same physical
properties and the same chemical behavior.
Application
.
Why vegetables should be cooked quickly
and with very little water. x 1
3. The rate of evaporation of a liquid
varies with the temperature, area of ex-
posed surface, nature of the liquid it-
self, and saturation and circulation of
the gas in contact with the liquid.
applications
.
What happens to perspiration on a humid
day.
Why the skin gives off more moisture at
body temperatures higher than normal
body temperature.
x
x
1
1
4. A fluid (liquid or gas) has a tendency
to move from a region of higher pressure
to one of lower pressure; the greater the
difference, the faster the movement.
Applications
.
Why diving can cause injuries to your ear,
Why ears
1
pop" while riding in an eleva-
tor.
1
1
*Table II is read thus: The application "Why we hear,
found only in book 3, was defens ibly assigned to the prin-
ciple "Sound is produced by vibrating matter and is trans-
mitted by matter."
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TABLE II (Continued)
r-f
Principles and Applications 1 Total
5. When waves strike an object, they may
either be absorbed, transmitted or reflected
,
xoplication
.
Why hardened ear wax interferes with one’s
hearing. x 1
6. The principal cause of wind and wea-
ther changes is the unequal heating of
different portions of the earth’s surface
by the sun; thus all winds are convection
currents caused by unequal heating of
different portions of the earth's atmos-
phere, and they blov; from places of high
atmospheric pressure to places of low
atmospheric pressure.
Applications
.
'Why the "dustbowl" came into exist-
ence
.
What causes dust storms.
How seeds of milkweed pods and dande-
lion heads are scattered.
x
x
1
1
1
7. Any two bodies attract one another
with a force which is directly propor-
tional to the square of the distance
between their centers of mass.
^ooli'cations .
Why a root grows down.
Why tree trunks grow vertically on
hillsides
.
x
x
1
1
8. When two bodies of different tem-
perature are in contact, there is a con-
tinuous transference of heat energy, the
rate of which is directly proportional
to the difference of temperature.
Applications
.
Why our bodies lose heat.
'Why fanning oneself helps to keep one
cool.
x
x
1
1
1
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TABLE II ( Continued.)
Principles and Applications Total
10, The rate of vaporization decreases
with an increase of concentration of
the vapor in the gas in contact with the
liquid, the temperature remaining con-
stant •
application#
.
Why the greater the amount of moisture
in the air, the more difficult it is
to become cool. x 1
11. Elements and compounds to which the
cells of living organisms react specifi-
cally produce physiological effects.
Applications .
What the effect of alcohol is in the
body.
Why it is harmful to drink alcohol
«/
as protection versus a cold.
Why the sulfa drugs are effective.
How some undesirable insects are con-
trolled.
x 3
x
X
1
1
X X 2
12. The earth’s surface may be elevated
or lowered by interior forces.
ap >lication
.
How the surface of the earth is steadily
but constantly changing. x x 2
13. When elevations or depressions are
created upon the surface of the earth,
the elevations are usually attacked by the
agents of erosion, and the materials are
carried to the depressions.
Applications
.
Why some parts of the country are affect-
zed by erosion.
How ew soil is built up in a lake or
swamp •
Iiow soil is being carried from hills to
valleys.
Why forests are important in a national
program of land use.
x
x
x
X
1
1
1
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TABLE I I ( Concluded )
Principles and Applications 1 2 3 4 Total
How the surface of the earth is slowly
but constantly changing. X X 2
14. -Each combustible substance has a
kindling temperature which varies with its
condition but may be greater or less than
the kindling temoerature of some other
substance
.
Application.
Why a match starts burning. X 1
15. The lower the temperature of a body,
the less the amount of energy it radiates;
the higher the temperature, the greater is
the amount of energy radiated,
application.
Why the skin gives off more water at body
temperatures higher than normal body
temperature
•
16. otrata of rocks occur in the earth’s
crust in the order in which they are deposi-
ted, except in the case of overthrust faults,
Application.
How the age of the earth is estimated. X 1
17. Hocks may be folded to form moun-
tains.
Applications
•
What the forces are that have changed the
earth’s surface.
How the mountains have formed.
*
X
X
1
1
Findings Table II . A totrl of thirty-one assignments
of applications of principles of physical science v/ere made
to seventeen principles in Wise’s list of 272 principles of
physical science. Wot one of the thirty-one applications
was found in all four books; only one application was found
in three books; four v/ere found in only two books; and the
remaining twenty- six v/ere found in only one book. The number
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of apolications in any one book varied from three to
fourteen. The number of assignments of applications
to any one principle varied from one to six.
Table III, which follows, presents the numbers of
applications of biology found in four textbooks of
general biology for the senior high school allocated
to designated major divisions of biology and to physical
principles
.
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TABLE III
NUMBERS OF APPLICATIONS OF BIOLOGY FOU D IN FOUR
TEXTBOOKS OF GENERAL BIOLOGY FOR TEE SENIOR HIC-H
SCHOOL ALLOCATED TO DESIGNATED MAJOR DIVISIONS
OF BIOLOGY AND TO PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES
Designated Divisions
of Biology
Numbers of
Different Appli-
cations in Book
Average Num-
ber of Appli
cations Per
Division
^Anatomy, Division
of Labor, Morphology
and Taxonomy
1 2 3
'
4
10 5 36 20 17.7
Botany 33 16 15 8 18.0
Ecology 162 97 .39 42 110.0
Reproduction 14 12 22 13 15.3
Genetics, Embryology,
Evolution 56 28 42 28 38*5
General Physiology 3 3 0 1 1.8
Growth 1 10 3 4 4.5
Oxidation and Energy 14 12 23 10 14.7
Respiration 8 5 10 5 7.0
Digestion 20 21 12 10 15.8
Dircula tion 8 4 7 1 5.0
Nervous System
xm A T2T T? TTT A* ^ A
18 34 45 17 28.8
----- uuwu i ion uxi j. ci cu o a^iiuauiuna
which involved anatomy, division of labor, morphology and
taxonomy and which were validly assigned to principles
were found in book one, five in book number two, nineteen
in book three and twenty in book four, the average for
the four books being 15x6 applications per book*
-:H;-This division wal*Utilized for principles which were
too comprehensive to be classified undefc the other physio-
logical topics.
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~1
Designated Divisions
of Biology
Numbers of
Different Appli-
cations in Book
Average Num-
ber of Appli-
cations Per
Division
1 2 3 4
Biochemistry 15 13 15 9 13.0
Bacteriology, Animal
Relationships 51 27 27 17 30.5
Mar tin's Fhy s i ca
1
Principles 17 22 22 21 30.5
Wise's Physical
Principles
\
14 8 12 3 9.2
Total Number of Differenl
Applications per Book 444
—
317 430 209
Total Number of Different Applications
in All Four Books 1,397
Average Number of Different
Applications per Book 3£9.2
Findings TABLE III . A total of 1,397 different
applications from four textbooks of biology for the senior
high school were assigned to designated major divisions of
biology and physical principles. An average of 349.2 dif-
ferent applications per book was found. The number of
different applications for any one book varied from 209 to
444. The greatest number of applications were found in the
field of Ecology. F’our of the designated divisions of bio-
logy, namely. Ecology; Genetics, Embryology and Evolution;
Bacteriology and Animal Relationships; and the Nervous
System contained fifty-eight percent of all the applications.
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Table IV shows the percentage of space in four
textbooks of biology for the senior high school that
is devoted to pictures and diagrams.
TABLE IV
THE PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SPACE IN FOUR TEXTBOOKS OF
BIOLOGY FOR THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL THAT IS DEVOTED
TO PICTURES AND DIAGRAMS
Book
1 2 3 4
’ iiVOPcLg©
-^-Percentage of Total
Space Devoted to
Pictures and Diagrams
19.1 27.2 22.9 23.2 23.1
*Table IV is read thus: The percentage of total
space devoted to pictures and diagrams in Book 1 was
19.1, etc., an average of 23.1 percent per book.
Findings Table IV . The average percentage of total
space devoted to pictures and diagrams in the four biology
textbooks analyzed was 23.1 percent. The lowest percentage
was 19.1; the highest, 27.2.
Table V, which follows, shows the percentage of
space devoted to designated general topics in four text-
books of biology for the senior high school*
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TABLE V
PERCENTAGE OF SPACE DEVOTED TO DESIGNATED GENERAL TOPICS
IN FOUR TEXTBOOKS OF BIOLOGY FOR THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
General Topics
Percentage of Space
Devoted to Designated
Topics in Book Average
1 2 3 4
-^-General Orientation,
Social Significance of
Biology, Elements of
Scientific Method
26.0 4.6 1.9 11.1 10.9
General Physiology 9.7 25.2 24.1 22.8 20.9
Reproduction,
Embryology
5.3 5.3 7.1 9.3 6.8
Ecology 6.4 12.2 8.6 3.3 7.6
Botany 4.9 6.9 11.3 12.0 8.8
Heredity, Evolution,
Geology
11.4 8.4 3.7 24.2 11.9
Bacteriology, Animal
Relationships, Health 11.7 17.2 10.3 4.9 11.0
Soil, Animal and
Forest Conservation
7.2 14.2 8.6 1.2 7.8
-«*Tat)le V is read thus: Subject matter relating to
general orientation, social significance of biology, and
elements of scientific method constituted 26.0 percent
of the total space in Book 1, 4.6 percent in Book 2, 1.9
percent in Book 3, and 11.1 percent in Book 4 for an
average of 10.9 percent per book.
Findings Table V . The greatest average amount of
space devoted to any one general topic in the four biology
textbooks analyzed was devoted to general physiology, which
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constituted 20.9 percent of the total amount of space
in all four books. The lowest average amount of space,
#
6.8 percent, was devoted to reproduction and embryo-
logy. All other topics each represented approximately
ten percent of the total space in the books. One book
emphasized general orientation material and information
concerning the social aspects of biology to the extent
of 26 percent of the total space in the book. Three
other books emphasized general physiology by devoting
almost one-fourth of their total space to it. One
of those same three books also devoted almost one-fourth
of its space to heredity, evolution, and geology*
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CHAPTER I11
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RESTATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM
This investigation was undertaken in order to deter-
mine the applications of the principles of biology found
in four textbooks of biology for the senior high school*
SUMMARY OP THE TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
After the establishment of criteria for the defini-
tion of an application, the investigator made a page-by-
page analysis of four textbooks of biology for the senior
high school to determine, on the basis of the criteria,
the applications found in the textbooks. The applications
were assigned to principles in Martin’s and Wise's lists
of biological and physical science principles, respectively
Each principle had previously been recorded on a three- by-
five index card. After duplications of assignments from
the same book to the same principle were eliminated, assign
ment of applications to principles was validated by three
competent teachers of biology who judged them for their
conformability to the
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criteria. The validators deleted those applications which
they deemed unsuitable. The coefficient of reliability of
the assignment of applications to principles was established
by assigning fifty applications at two different times,
two months apart, to the principles which they represented.
SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
A total of 1,397 assignments was defensibly made to
260 principles in Martih's list of 300 biological prin-
ciples. Thirty-one assignments of applications were
defensibly made to seventeen principles in Wise's list of
272 principles of physical science. The number of appli-
cations assigned to any one principle varied from one to
fifty-six. Seventy-three applications were duplicated in
only two of the four books; thirteen applications were
duplicated in only three of the books and only three
applications were duplicated in all four books. The
greatest number of applications found in each textbook
was in the field of ecology which ranged from thirty-four
in one book to 150 in another book. There v,ras an average
~
per book
of 349.2 applicatibns^which satisfied the criteria.
CONCLUSIONS
The textbooks analyzed were found to be rich in their
functional treatment of the principles of biology as
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evidenced by their marked emphasis on applications of
r fundamental principles. The fact that these books were
published recently is an indication that, at last, the
authors of science textbooks are being influenced by the
opinions of leaders in the field of science education and
by the significant findings of research in the develop-
ment of a functional understanding of scientific prin-
ciples. This is encouraging for textbooks are frequently
the pupils’ immediate source of the greatest number of
applications of principles.
REC OMI.IENDAT10NS
The investigator strongly recommends that the teach-
ing of biology be directed towards serving the purposes of
general education by emphasizing the functional aspects of
the study of biology. Such purposes can best be served
by utilizing important applications of principles.
It is therefore imperative that this list of appli-
cations, together with applications determined by similar
investigations, be evaluated for their relative impor^-
tance in the development of a functional understanding of
biological principles. Moreover, such comprehensive eval-
uated lists of applications may be used in a determination
of the relative importance of principles of biology for
use in the senior high school.
It is recommended, in conclusion, that authors of
textbooks of science continue to include many applications
of principles.
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APPENDIX
applications op the principles op biology deleted by the
VALIDATORS
Why the ulathrix filament is counted higher in the scale
than a spirogyra filament.
Why colonial organisms have no different kinds of cells
for their nutritive functions.
Why the response system of flatworms is more advanced than
that of hydra.
Hot/ the heart has progressed from the worm to the crayfish
to the insect.
Why we behave like human beings.
How big the smallest animal is that can be seen with the
naked eye.
How euglena secures its energy.
What the relationship between respiration and photosynthesis
is in plants.
How bacteria keep the balance of life on this earth.
How insects and plants help each other.
Why euglena should be kept in the light.
Why the tracks of the rabbit’s backfeet are ahead of the
tracks of its front feet.
How a cactus plant meets its life problems.
Why plant stems grow towards the light.
Why man gets "goose pimples" when cold or frightened.
Yhy an angry dog gets a "ruf" on his neck.
Why a cat’s back and tail stand up when it is frightened.
How poison ivy secures its light energy.
Why forest plants usually have broad, thin leaves.
Why a thin body covering affords protection.
Why some plants grow thick bark.
Why pieurococcus is a successful plant.
Why fish have different types of mouth structures.
Why the environemfent determines what life will be found.
Why some plants are more numerous than others.
Why the flowers of rasberry bushes should be enclosed in
paper bags.
How decayed teeth cause bad digestion.
Why so many willow trees grow along river bottoms.
Why the habitat of the modern horse is not the same as that
of the primitive horse.
Why corn is not a native plant.
Why blackberry bushes grow in thickets.
Why seedless orange trees can be produced only by grafting.
What asexual reproduction is.
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APPENDIX ( Concluded )
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Why variations are not wholly due to heredity.
How to determine whether a six-legged frog is a freak.
How the elephant developed a trunk.
Why good posture is important.
Why simple animals do not need a circulatory system.
What characteristics plants and animals have in common.
What kind of responses are made by plants and animals.
Why aseptic surgery is practiced today.
Why minor cuts and scratches should be cared ^of.
Why the remora and shark associate.
What the difference is between colonial organisms and multi-
cellular organisms.
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